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DISTORTION IN MULTICHANNEL 
FREQUENCY-MODULATION 

RELAY SYSTEMS *t 

BY 

LELAND E. THOMPSON 

Engineering Products Department. RCA Victor Division, 
Camden, N. J. 

Summary- Formulas for distortion and intermodulation, which are 
useful in the design of economical multichannel radio relay systems, are pre- 
sented. Experimental results and an example of the application are shown. 

INTRODUCTION 

virHE several sources of distortion in a frequency- or phase - 
modulation system are well known. The distortion produced by 

the modulator and discriminator due to nonlinear transfer 
characteristics is usually independent of the modulation frequency. 
The distortion caused by phase nonlinearity in tuned circuits varies 
with the modulating frequency. It is proposed to show the relation 
between these harmonic distortions and cross talk in multichannel 
communication systems. 

MODULATOR AND DISCRIMINATOR 

Single -sideband frequency division multiplex systems will be con- 
sidered first. In a later section other types of multiplex will be dis- 
cussed. The signal in each of the multiplex channels is assumed to be 

speech or other complex signalling waves. 

The following formula was derived, as shown in the appendix, 
from the work of Brockbank and Wass:1 

SiN3 = 

* Decimal Classification: R400xR630.3. 
t Most of the work described in this paper was 

W -36- 039 -sc -32075 for the U. S. Army Signal Corps. 
1 R. A. Brockbank and C. A. A. Wass, "Non- Linear 

mission Systems ", Jour. Inst. Elec. Eng., Part III, 
March 1945. 

(1) 

done under contract 

Distortion in Trans - 
Vol. 92, pp. 45 -46, 
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where 

December 1950 

S = signal voltage in one channel (root- mean -square) , 

N3= cross -talk voltage in one channel (root- mean -square) due to 3rd 
harmonic distortion, 

y = distribution factor (see Figure 1), 
d3 = 3rd harmonic distortion, in per cent, of sine wave signal modu- 

lating carrier at the peak deviation of the system, 
k = the ratio of the frequency separation between the center of one 

channel and the next one and the channel width. (Usually this 
factor is 1.33). 

Formula (1) shows the relation between 3rd order distortion and 
signal to cross -talk ratio. The formula is valid only under certain 
conditions. First, the distortion must be independent of the modu- 
lating frequency. It therefore applies to the distortion in modulators 
and discriminators but not to tuned -circuit distortion. Second, it is 
assumed that the input- output characteristic of the nonlinear circuit 
can be expressed by the following power series: 

V=av-l-bv2-1-cv3+, (2) 

where V is the output, y the input and a, b, c are constants. The 
characteristics of typical modulators and discriminators are in this 
classification. Measurements showed that, below the overload point 
of the circuit, the 2nd harmonic distortion increased directly with the 
frequency deviation and the 3rd harmonic distortion increased. as the 
square of the frequency deviation. 

The third condition is that the number of channels be 10 or 
larger and all be active. It is of interest to note that in this case 
the signal to cross -talk ratio is independent of the number of channels 
in the system. The actual cross talk will be less than Formula (1) by 
several decibels if the number of channels in the system is as low as 3. 

The fourth condition is that each channel have the same frequency 
deviation. In practice, it is found desirable to allow a higher deviation 
to the higher frequency channels so the tube and circuit noise will be 
more uniform in the various channels. Straight phase modulation is 
not desirable, however, because the lower frequency channels would 
have a considerably higher cross -talk level than the higher frequency 
channels. A satisfactory compromise between the noise and cross -talk 
distributions in the different channels is usually found by having uni- 
form deviation per channel on the lowest one -quarter of the modula- 
tion- frequency range with the deviation per channel increasing on the 

i 
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higher frequency channels to a value of perhaps 6 decibels on the 
highest frequency channel compared to one of the lower frequency 
channels. 

With this modification of a straight frequency -modulation system, 
Formula (1) can be used with only a slight error. Brockbank and 
Wass' show that the total cross -talk power depends only on the total 
power of the multiplex signal and not on the relative power of the 
different channels. Therefore if the root -mean -square frequency modu- 
lation of the total multiplex signal is the same as it would be with 
straight frequency modulation, the total cross -talk power will be the 
same. Since the frequency deviation is different in the various chan- 
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Fig. 1- Distribution 
of cross talk over 
the modulation fre- 

quency band. 

nels, however, the results of calculation based on Formula (1) must 
be modified for each particular channel. For example, suppose in a 
particular system, each channel could have a root- mean -square devi- 
ation of 100 kilocycles in a straight frequency -modulation system. 
With a modified frequency- modulation characteristic, the lowest chan- 
nel may have a root -mean -square deviation of 70 kilocycles and would 
then have 3 decibels lower signal to cross -talk ratio than the result 
of Formula (1). The highest channel may have a root -mean -square 
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deviation of 140 kilocycles and would have 3 decibels higher signal to 
cross -talk ratio than the value calculated from Formula (1) . 

Figure 1 shows the value of the intermodulation distribution 
factor (y) over the modulation range of frequencies and is taken from 
the reference paper.' The data shown for 2nd harmonic distortion is 

- valid only for cases where the ratio of the highest to lowest modulation 
frequency is high. 

The following formula shows the relation between 2nd harmonic 
distortion and signal to cross -talk ratio: 

141 
2_ Vk, 

d_. 

where 

(3) 

d_, = 2nd harmonic distortion, in per cent, of sine wave signal modu- lating carrier at the peak deviation of the system. 

In carefully designed modulators and discriminators, the 2nd order 
distortion is minimized by circuit adjustment so the distortion con- 
tributing the most to intermodulation is likely to be of the 3rd order. 
The 3rd order intermodulation may be larger than the 2nd, particularly 
where there are several non -linear circuits in a system, because that 
produced by each of the non -linear circuits adds on a voltage basis 
while the addition of the 2nd order distortion components is usually 
on a power basis. The total intermodulation in a channel is the sum 
of the powers of both the 2nd order and 3rd order components. Har- 
monic distortions higher than the 3rd do not ordinarily contribute 
much to the total intermodulation. 

TUNED -CIRCUIT DISTORTION 

Several papers" -1 have been published on the distortion produced 
on a frequency- modulated wave by tuned circuits or transformers. 
None of the references developed a formula suitable for the design of 
multichannel relay systems. 

=' H. Roder, "Effects of Tuned Circuits Upon a Frequency Modulated 
Signal ", Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 25, pp. 1617 -1647, December 1937. 

3D. L. Jaffee, "A Theoretical and Experimental Investigation of Tuned 
Circuit Distortion in Frequency -Modulation Systems ", Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 33, 
pp. 318 -334, May 1945. 

4 A. S. Gladwin, "The Distortion of Frequency- Modulated Waves by Transmission Networks ", Proc. I.R.E., Vol. 35, pp. 1436 -1445, December 
1947. 

1 

1 
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The interstage- coupling circuits in intermediate -frequency ampli- 

fiers are usually the principal source of tuned -circuit distortion. The 

distortion produced by a single critically -coupled interstage trans- 
former can be calculated from the following formulas developed by 

D. R. Crosby :5 

where 

d3 '= fbD2 

(BW)3 
X 100 (frequency modulation), (4) 

fb D2 
d3' = X 100 (phase modulation), 

3 V-2-(BW)3 
(5) 

d3' = 3rd harmonic distortion in per cent, 

f b = modulation frequency in cycles per second, 

D = peak -to -peak frequency deviation in cycles per second, 

(BW) = 3- decibel bandwidth of transformer in cycles per second. 

These formulas may be used for peak -to -peak frequency deviations 
up to one half the 3- decibel bandwidth with only a slight error. Fre- 
quency deviations greater than this are not usually of interest where 
there are a large number of such transformers in a system. 

In order to determine the relation between this type of distortion 
and cross talk, the first thing of interest is the amplitude distribution 
of the various intermodulation components. Measurements were made 
on a frequency- modulation system in which the modulator and de- 
modulator characteristics were sufficiently linear to be neglected and, 
therefore, the measured intermodulation components depended only on 

the phase characteristic of the tuned circuits in the system. The result 
of applying two equal -amplitude tones, A and B, to the system is 

shown in Figure 2. The intermodulation spectrum is triangular, the 
same as the noise spectrum in a frequency -modulation system. Further 
tests show the amplitude of the intermodulation components always 
falls on the dotted line regardless of the frequency of the tones A and B. 

Furthermore, except for the triangular spectrum of the inter - 
modulation components, the amplitude of the components has the same 
relation to the amplitude of the 3rd harmonic as in circuits in which 
the distortion is independent of frequency. 

In a frequency modulation system, therefore, the cross talk due to 

Engineering Products Department, RCA Victor Division, Camden, N.J. 
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tuned -circuit distortion is highest in the top channel. The signal to cross -talk voltage ratio is 

where 

163 
S/N3 = N/ k, 

Nri d3' 
(6) 

-d3' = 3rd harmonic distortion, in per cent, of sine wave signal, in the channel under consideration, modulating carrier at the peak deviation of the system. 

Fig. 2 - Amplitude 
of intermodulation 
components in a fre- 
quency - modulation 
system caused by 
non -linear phase 
characteristics of 

tuned circuits. 
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The distortion (d3') should be calculated from Formula (5) instead 
of (4) because the cross talk of interest in Formula (6) is that at the 
frequency which d3' is calculated and not at the 3rd harmonic fre- 
quency. The result of the calculation from Formula (5) should be 
multiplied by the number of such transformers in the system. 

Since the 3rd order distortion adds on a voltage basis, it is assumed 
that it will be greater than any 2nd order distortion caused by mis- 
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tuning of the circuits in the system. Sufficient experience in systems 

has not yet been obtained to prove this assumption. 
If the modified frequency -modulation characteristic suggested 

earlier is used, the signal to cross -talk ratio will be a little higher in 

the higher frequency channels than Formula (6) indicates, and will 

be slightly lower in the lower frequency channels. 
In the case of straight phase modulation, the signal to cross -talk 

ratio is 
282 

S/N3 = / k, 
VT/ d3.. 

where 

(7) 

d.;" = 3rd harmonic distortion, in per cent, of sine wave signal in the 
highest frequency channel, modulating carrier at the peak 
deviation of the system. 

Formula (7) is based on the assumption that the intermodulation 
components will have a uniform distribution after de- emphasis in the 
receiver, except for the factor y. There is some error in this assump- 
tion according to the work of Fasts but it appears to be sufficiently 

small to neglect in practical systems design. 

EXPERIMENTAL CONFIRMATION 

Signal to cross -talk measurements were made on a phase modula- 
tion system having a much greater bandwidth than the interstage 
circuit to be tested. The multiplex equipment consisted of 10 channels 
between 18 and 77 kilocycles. The principal source of distortion was 
the phase nonlinearity of the circuit under test. The results of the 
measurements and the calculations from Formula (7) are shown in 

Figure 3. 

Other tests, where the principal sources of distortion were the 
modulator and discriminator, showed agreement with Formulas (1) 
and (3) within several decibels. 

OTHER SYSTEMS OF MULTIPLEX 

If frequency -modulated subcarrier channels are used instead of 
single -sideband channel signals, the result can be predicted from 
Formulas (1) and (6). Formula (1) nows shows the subcarrier to 
cross -talk ratio instead of the channel signal to cross -talk ratio. If 
narrow -band frequency modulation is used on the subcarriers, a loss 

6 S. Fast, "Cross Talk in Frequency and Phase Modulated Radio Relays 
Used in Conjunction with Multichannel Telephony Equipment ", paper 
presented at I.R.E. National Convention, March 7, 1950. 
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of about 7 decibels occurs in the root- mean -square signal to cross -talk 
ratio in the demodulation process, providing the signal modulation is 
a complex wave and not a sine wave. An additional loss of 6 decibels 
occurs from Formula (6) because the modulation band of frequencies 
is doubled. Furthermore, this loss cannot be made up by a wide fre- 
quency deviation on the subcarriers, so far as phase distortion is 
concerned (Formula (6) ), because d3' increases in proportion to the 
increase in deviation of the subcarriers. 

Although time -division multiplex systems are not in the scope of 
this paper, a general comparison in view of Formulas (1) , (5) and 
(6) is of interest. Landon' has shown that time -division systems 

Fig. 3- Comparison 
of measured and cal- 
culated cross talk in 
a phase- modulation 
system caused by 
non -linear phase 
characteristics of 

tuned circuits. 
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frequency modulating a carrier do not have as good a signal to circuit - 
noise level for the same transmitter power and bandwidth as single - 
sideband multiplex. If the deviation of the single -sideband multiplex 
signal was reduced 6 to 10 decibels to equal the signal to circuit -noise 
of a particular time -division system, the cross talk would be reduced 
12 to 20 decibels. As can be seen from the following example, cross 
talk can be held to sufficiently low limits in a frequency division multi- 
plex system, and can in fact compare favorably with time -division 
systems in this respect. 

7 V. D. Landon, "Theoretical Analysis of Various Systems of Multiplex 
Transmission ", RCA Review, Vol. IX, pp. 287 -351, June 1948, and pp. 433- 
482, September 1948. 
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EXAMPLE OF APPLICATION 

As an example of the application of the formulas, a frequency 
modulation system will be assumed having the following characteristics: 

10 channels (all active), each with a band of 3000 cycles. 

4 kilocycles separation between midchannel frequencies. 
Highest modulation frequency = 40 kilocycles. 

Bandwidth of each receiver = 3.0 megacycles. 
3- decibel bandwidth of each of 6 critically- coupled interstage trans- 

formers = 5 megacycles. 
Number of repeaters = 20. 

Peak frequency deviation = 1.5 megacycles. 
Total number of interstage transformers = 120. 

From Formula (5) the value of d3' is 8.16 per cent for the highest 
frequency channel. Placing this value in Formula (6) gives a signal 
to cross -talk ratio of 37.3/1 or 31.5 decibels i n the highest frequency 
channel. 

A signal to circuit -noise calculation shows a value of 48 decibels 
in the highest channel over one link at receiver threshold and enough 
excess power is usually provided to make the average signal -to -noise 
ratio over one link 68 decibels and over 20 links this would be about 
55 decibels. Therefore the deviation of each channel could be reduced 
8 decibels giving a signal to cross -talk ratio of 47.5 decibels and a 

signal to circuit -noise ratio of 47 decibels. Since these values are for 
the ratio of the root -mean -square of a complex signal to the root -mean- 
square noise, and are not weighted, the results are quite adequate for 
most applications. 

If the modified frequency modulation characteristic is used, the 
cross talk and noise will be about 2 decibels lower in the highest 
frequency channel. The lower frequency channels will all be better 
than the above figures. 

If the radio frequency circuits in the system are 50 per cent or 
more wider than the intermediate -frequency circuits, they will not 
cause a measurable increase in the overall cross talk of the system. 

To find the linearity requirements of the discriminator and modu- 
lator of this system, it will be assumed that a 50- decibel signal to cross- 
talk ratio, calculated on a straight frequency modulation basis, will 
be adequate. Solving Equation (1) for d3, it is found to be 0.8 per 
cent for the reduced deviation or 5.0 per cent for the full 1500 -kilocycle 
peak deviation of the system. These values are for the 3rd order 
distortion. It is assumed that the 2nd order distortion is lower than 
0.8 per cent at the reduced peak deviation. 
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CONCLUSION 

Although the experimental verification of the theory has been 
limited to laboratory measurements, it is believed the formulas are 
of great value in the design of long- distance multichannel radio relay 
systems. 

Tuned circuit distortion was shown to be of great importance in 
long relay systems. This type of distortion may be reduced by in- 
creasing the bandwidth, reducing the frequency deviation, or making 
the phase characteristic of the circuits more linear by time delay 
equalizing circuits.8 There may be other sources of distortion in par- 
ticular systems which have not been considered here. 
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APPENDIX 

If a band of signal frequencies is passed through a nonlinear cir- 
cuit, Brockbank and Wass' have shown that the total third order 
distortion power is quite closely given by the following formula : 

D3 = 24 dap P3, 
where 

(8) 

D3 = total distortion power caused by 3rd order distortion, 

dap = the 3rd harmonic distortion power of a single sine -wave signal 
output of unit power, 

P = total output power of the multiplex signal. 

The distortion power in one channel is 

b 
Dab= 

B 
24 du Ps yl, 

where 

D3,, = the distortion power in one channel, 

B = total frequency band of multiplex signals, 

b = bandwidth of one channel, 

(9) 

8 H. T. Friis, "Microwave Repeater Research ", Bell Sys. 
Vol. XXVII, pp. 183 -246, April 1948. 

Tech. Jour., 
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y = distribution factor (Figure 1). 

The signal power in one channel is P /n, where n is the number of 

channels. 
Then the signal to distortion power ratio in each channel is 

S7D3b = 

Substituting 

P B 1 

B 
=nk 

b 

where 

n b 24d3pP3y 
(10) 

k= the ratio of the frequency separation between the channel centers 
and the channel width, 

k 
St/D3b = (11) 

24 dap P2 y 

Since it is more convenient to measure the distortion at the peak 

frequency deviation of the system than at the level of one of the 

channels, unit power will be defined as the power of a sine -wave signal 

deviating the carrier to the peak value of the system. Assuming that 
the peak to root -mean -square ratio of the multiplex signal is 12 decibels, 

or a power ratio of 16 to 1, the value of P will be 

and 

1 
P =-, 

8 

64 k 
S7D3b = 

24 dap y. 
(12) 

Changing to a voltage ratio, by taking the square root and using 

d 2 _ d3p, 
100 
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163 
S /Na = \/k. (1) 

Vy d3 

Similarly, for 2nd order distortion, the total distortion power was 
shown to be' 

=4d._pP'-, (13) 

where 

d_p = the 2nd harmonic distortion power of a single sine wave 
signal output of unit power. 

The root- mean -square signal to cross -talk voltage ratio is 

k. .A 

141 
S/N: --= 

d, 
(3) 



NEW DEVELOPMENTS IN RADAR 

FOR MERCHANT MARINE SERVICE': 

BY 

C. E. MOORE 

Engineering Department, Radiomarine Corporation of America. 
New York, N. Y. 

Summary -This paper discusses a new 3- centimeter Merchant Marine 

radar designed especially for smaller vessels, such as tugs, ferries, and 

trawlers. Technical features and factors relating to the design are dis- 

cussed. The apparatus is illustrated by various photographs. 

INTRODUCTION 

MMEDIATELY after the war, there was great demand for a radar 

suitable for Merchant Marine use. Military radar emphasized 

detection of an object at the greatest possible range. Commercial 

applications require a radar for anticollision, navigation, and position 

finding, with emphasis on high discrimination and minimum range. 

Such services call for a great number of improvements because a 

narrow beam width, a short pulse length, and close -in seeing are of 

paramount importance. 

To aid in guiding development of the newborn navigational aid, 

the U. S. Coast Guard issued, in the fall of 1945, an "Advisory Mini- 

mum Specification for Navigational Radars."' These recommendations 

included such items as a 30 -mile maximum range, variable range 

marker, true bearing display, performance indicator, 60 -cycle supply, 

and provision for future beacon use. The Great Lakes Radar Opera- 

tional Research Project sponsored by the Great Lakes Carriers' Asso- 

ciation resulted in further recommendations calling for six range scales 

of 1, 2, 4, 8, 20, and 40 miles each, and a 12 -inch cathode -ray tube. 

The basic factors involved in the design of such a radar were 

treated in an earlier paper,2 and a later article3 illustrated and de- 

* Decimal Classification : R537.1. 
I Office of Engineering, Electronics Division, U. S. Coast Guard, 

Treasury Department, Advisory Minimum Specifications for Navigational 
Radars, CG157 -1 Supplement No. 1, 12 pages, August 1, 1946. 

2 I. F. Byrnes, "Merchant Marine Radar ", RCA Review, Vol. VII, No. 1, 

pp. 54 -66, March, 1946. 
3 F. E. Spaulding, Jr., "Radar for Merchant Marine Service ", RCA 

Review, Vol. VIII, No. 2, pp. 312 -330, June, 1947. 

465 
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scribed the model CR -101 radar. Since that time several improvements 
have been made, such as longer tube life, reduction in the side lobes 
of the antenna pattern, and a new receiver with more stable automatic - 
frequency- control circuits. This model CR -101A radar has a 12 -inch 
plan -position- indicator (PPI) tube, two -pulse -length operation at 1/4 
and 1 microseeond, a high repetition rate to give brighter pictures on 
the shorter ranges, true or relative bearing presentation, over 30- 
kilowatt peak radio frequency power, a 1.8- degree horizontal beam, an 
echo box for checking performance, and a variable range marker. 

The longer ranges (up to 40 miles) of this model were of little 
use to vessels plying the inland waterways such as the Ohio and 
Mississippi Rivers where clear vision for five miles is seldom possible 
due to the numerous bends in the rivers. For this special application, 
a radar similar to the standard model was designed using ranges of 
1, 2, 4, 8, and 20 miles. The personnel of tugs and towboats operating 
along the coasts and in the inland water routes along the Gulf, as well 
as in harbors, prefer the 12 -inch PPI, the one -mile range for close 
navigation, and the 20 -mile range for use after entering open water. 

There are many vessels of lesser size, such as harbor tugs, fishing 
vessels, and small cargo ships which need radar facilities, but cannot 
accommodate a large unit. Also, even though space might be available, 
these smaller vessels cannot justify the expense of a larger, more 
elaborate installation. It was this need for a smaller, more compact, 
lower cost radar which led to the design of model CR -103 radar. 

DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

There were two main problems to be solved : (1) reduction of the 
physical size and (2) lowering of cost by a substantial factor. High 
performance was to be maintained without compromising simple and 
reliable operation. 

The size of any PPI indicator is largely determined by the size of 
the cathode -ray tube. To obtain a unit satisfactory for small, cramped 
pilot houses, it was decided to use a 7 -inch cathode -ray tube, designed 
for this application. It uses the latest type gun construction ; is flat 
faced ; has magnetic focus and deflection ; has improved spot size char- 
acteristics ; and is small, rugged and compact. 

A large reduction in overall size of the units has been achieved 
by using 400 -cycle instead of 60 -cycle components. Figure 1 shows, 
on the left, two transformers of approximately the same voltage and 
current ratings used to deliver 5,000 volts to the second anode of a 
cathode -ray tube; the extreme left unit is for 60 cycles and the smaller 
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one is for 400 cycles. The next unit is a 20 -henry choke rated at 175 
milliamperes. To the right is a 1 -henry choke rated at 200 milliam- 
peres. In place of the 10- microfarad capacitor used in CR -101A radar 
filter circuits, the 1- microfarad unit shown to the right is used in 
CR -103. Capacitor and inductor values can be reduced to about 15 
per cent of those used for 60 -cycle filtering. 

For transformers of comparable current and voltage ratings, a 
400 -cycle design is approximately 30 to 35 per cent smaller in volume 
and may weigh 40 to 45 per cent less than a 60 -cycle unit. Many 
factors contribute to the cost of a transformer. Smaller units are 
harder to handle and therefore require more labor. High voltage 
ratings require more space for increased insulation. It appears that 
the cost of low- voltage plate transformers, which supply 300 to 500 

Fig. 1- Relative size of components. 
Left to right: 60 -cycle transformer, 400 -cycle transformer, 20 -henry choke, 
1 -henry choke, 10- microfarad 600 -volt capacitor, 1- microfarad 600 -volt 

capacitor. 

volts direct current, is approximately the same for either a 60- or 
400 -cycle supply; 400 -cycle filament transformers are small and cost 
about 15 per cent more; while for high -voltage units, which deliver 
2,000 to 5,000 volts direct -current, the cost is approximately 50 per 
cent more for 400 -cycle units. 

When designing a small radar, it is tempting to consider reducing 
the radio frequency power output. However, the captain operating a 
vessel needs to see small buoys, as well as other objects, at as great 
a range as is practicable. Furthermore, there is little to be gained in 
either size or cost by choosing a lower -power magnetron. It was there- 
fore decided that this radar should have the same peak -power output 
(30 kilowatts) and sensitivity as the larger CR -101A model. Reports 
from users indicate that this has been a wise choice. 

The next step was to reduce the total number of tubes and to 
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minimize power -supply requirements. The CR -101A radar uses 61 
tubes while CR -103 uses 45, a reduction of 26 per cent. This naturally 
reduces overall power drain, size, and cost. Instead of converting with 
the radar motor generator to operate blowers and the antenna drive 
motor, these devices are supplied directly from the line of the ship. 
As a result, ships with a limited primary source of 24, 32, 115, 230 
volts direct current or 115/230 volts alternating current can use this 
radar. 

The motor generator is also small in size, and is rated at 750 
volt- amperes, 400 -cycle output, although the actual load is only about 
550 volt- amperes. The radar has sufficient regulation and compensa- 
tion to operate satisfactorily for 400 -cycle line fluctuations between 
105 and 125 volts. A large voltmeter and field rheostat are provided 
so that proper adjustment may be made for low or high voltage on 
the ship. This unit is mounted near the indicator so that the operator 
may easily make the adjustment. 

GENERAL INSTALLATION 

The basic units which comprise a CR -103 radar installation are 
shown in Figure 2. The indicator unit is normally locatéd in the 
wheelhouse where it may be easily operated by navigating personnel. 
The antenna is mounted on a small tower or other support at such a 
height that the radar beam is not shadowed by large structures, 
especially forward and off the bow. The transmitter -receiver unit may 
be installed in any convenient location so that the waveguide and cable 
lengths are reasonably short. The motor generator which converts 
the power from the ship to 115 volts, 400 cycles may be installed 
wherever desired, along with the line switch and motor starter. 

INDICATOR 

The indicator unit is of the rotating coil type, using a special 
7 -inch, high- definition, flat -face cathode -ray tube, type 7MP7. The 
trunnion type of indicator support permits mounting the unit from the 
ceiling, on a pedestal, on top of the transmitter- receiver unit, or on 
a table or other convenient place. The unit, shown in Figure 3, is 
rugged and light, measuring 10 inches high, 15 inches wide and 18 
inches deep, and weighing 50 pounds. There are two aluminum pro- 
tective covers, one for the top and one for the bottom. In Figure 4, 
the top cover has been removed, showing how tubes may easily be 
inspected and changed when required. The chassis is bent with a 
step on each side of the cabinet. Tubes mount in their sockets on top 
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of these steps. Beneath are the smaller parts and wiring as shown in 
Figure 5, in which the bottom cover has been removed. 

Ranges provided are 1, 3, 8, and 20 miles, either statute or nautical, 
depending upon application. A block diagram of the indicator circuits 
is shown in Figure 6. The trigger is generated in the modulator. 
Thus the delay due to coaxial cables in trigger and video outputs are 
the same, both going to the indicator. Circuits in the indicator are 
conventional except for certain special features mentioned later. 

Both heading and stern flashes are initiated by a cam operated 
switch in the antenna. The intensity may be varied by a potentiometer 

Fig. 4 - Indicator 
tipped up, cover re- 

moved. 

on the front panel of the indicator. Usually these flashes are generated 
using vacuum tubes, but the charge and discharge of a capacitor has 
been found to be satisfactory. (See Figure 7.) When the cam closes 
the switch, the charging of capacitor C causes a negative pulse to ap- 
pear across the cathode resistor of the cathode -ray tube. The positive 
pulse, which occurs when the switch is opened, is clipped by the diode 
across this resistor. 

The second anode voltage for the cathode -ray tube is not regulated. 
If no corrective means were provided, the line voltage would vary the 
high voltage, and change the size of the picture. To prevent this, the 
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Fig. 7 - Heading - 
flash circuit. 
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drive for the 6BG6 tube is automatically changed by selecting the 
proper voltage between unregulated +600 volts and regulated +300 
volts, using a bleeder, and feeding this voltage to the sweep charging 
capacitors. Thus as the line voltage increases, the drive increases to 
counteract the stiffer cathode -ray tube beam and maintains the same 
size picture. 

As the second anode voltage on the cathode -ray tube changes due 
to line fluctuation, the cutoff of the cathode -ray tube changes, causing 
the intensity level (without video signals) to shift. The bleeder for 
the 5,000 -volt second anode supply is returned to ground through a 
suitable resistor in the cathode circuit of the cathode -ray tube (See 
Figure 8). Thus, when the alternating -current line voltage fluctuates, 
the intensity is automatically stabilized by a change of cathode 
potential. 

For a fixed repetition rate, the light, or intensity, decreases as 
the sweep speed is increased. Thus the picture tends to be dimmer on 
the one -mile than on the twenty -mile range. However, by partial dc 
restcration of the unblanking pulse on the grid of the cathode -ray 

AC 
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Fig. 8 - Intensity 
compensation for 
changes in cathode - 
ray -tube second an- 

ode voltage. 
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tube, the effective bias is made more negative for the longer ronges 

(See Figure 9). In practice, the intensity control is set so the sweep 

is just visible on the one -mile range. It becomes invisible for the 

longer ranges. However, this is in the right direction, because more 

receiver gain is needed for the longer ranges, and the general intensity 
is increased due to the noise background. Partial dc restoration is 

accomplished by shunting only part of the cathode -ray tube grid 
resistor with a germanium crystal. 

Synchronization between antenna and sweep is obtained by synchrus 
geared at a ratio of 10 to 1. The circuit shown in Figure 10 auto- 
matically removes the ambiguity of selecting the proper 36- degree 
sector. This arrangement has been used in other equipments made 

during the war and need not be described further. 

c- 

Fig. 9 - Intensity 
compensation for 

different ranges. 

A glass magnifying lens is available as an accessory to increase 

the apparent size of picture to that of a 10 -inch tube. A plastic, liquid - 

filled lens, although lighter in weight, was considered to be too fragile 
and too easily scratched. The lens fits on the front of the indicator in 

place of the normal viewing hood and a larger hood is supplied for 

use with it. 
Distortion with this solid glass, ground and polished lens is negli- 

gible and the lens is designed so that a reasonable viewing angle can 

be used without impairing the picture. If too small a lens is used, 

the field of view is not sufficient to include the azimuth scale. If the 
picture is magnified much more, the angle of view is restricted by 

distortion. 

ANTENNA 

The antenna unit is shown in Figure 11. The reflector has a 50- 

inch aperture, is 11 inches high, and is made of aluminum cast in 
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three pieces. Mating surfaces are machined, doweled, and bolted 
together after which the entire reflecting face is surfaced to a tolerance 
of ±1/64 inch (See Figure 12). The horizontal beam width at the 
half -power points is 1.9 degrees, while the vertical pattern is 20 
degrees. 

Lower side lobes are obtained when the perimeter of the reflector 
follows a given contour of the primary pattern. All energy from the 
horn at the edge of the reflector is down 20 decibels from that at the 
center of the reflector. The side lobes close to the main beam are 32 

Fig. 11 - Antenna. 
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Fig. 12 -CR -103 antenna horizontal 
pattern. Main beam width at half 

power points is 1.9 degrees. 

all rotating shafts enter the top of 
even if the oil seals should beco 

Fig. 13 - Antenna, 
housing removed. 

decibels below the main beam, while 
the back radiation and energy over- 
shooting the ends of the reflector 
are down more than 30 decibels. 
Experience has shown that if the 
leakage is greater than these limits, 
false targets clutter the scope when 
operating in narrow waters with 
large targets close by. 

Inside the cast aluminum hous- 
ing are the drive motor, the syn- 
chro, synchronizing and heading 
flash cams and switches, and power 
factor correcting capacitor (Figure 
13) . The cable gland and waveguide 
coupling are shòwn in Figure 14. 

All gears are immersed in oil, and 
the gear box to prevent oil leakage 

me worn. The waveguide rotating 
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joint and drive shaft for rotating the reflector are within the ribbed 
column. 

Antenna heater strips controlled by a thermostat are available as 
an accessory. This allows the antenna to start easily in cold weather 
and inhibits icing. 

Smaller vessels such as harbor craft turn faster than large ships. 
Therefore, it is necessary to increase the rate of the antenna rotation 
to minimize the jumping of the picture. CR -103 antenna rotates at 
17 revolutions per minute, giving a "new picture" each 31/2 seconds. 

The antenna weighs 150 pounds. It can be mounted on a light 
tower as illustrated in Figure 15. 

Fig. 14 - Antenna, 
housing removed. 

TRANSMITTER -RECEIVER 

This unit includes the magnetron, the modulator, the receiver, all 
low- voltage power supplies, and a ventilating system. 

The entire unit is exceptionally easy to service. Four captive 
screws on the front of the cabinet allow the cover to be removed, 
exposing the magnetron; the receiver ; the duplexer and mixer ; the 
low voltage rectifiers, transformers, tubes, and filters; the blower in- 
take air filter and distributing duct; as well as the test meter and 
self indicating fuses (See Figure 16). 

Stray fields around the magnet are confined by a steel enclosure, 
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two sides of which are open. By loosening the three screws at the top 

and the three thumb screws at the bottom, one half of the box is 

removed to allow replacement of the magnetron. Only a screwdriver is 

required to make this change which is easily accomplished from the 
front of the unit. 

Fig. 15- Experimental antenna installation. 

A hinge on the left side of the panel allows this entire unit to 
swing out for servicing as shown in Figure 17. To do this, it is 

necessary to uncouple the waveguide by loosening the large clamping 

nut around the guide and to loosen two captive screws locking the 
panel. The modulator and high -voltage power supply are located in 

the compartment attached to the back of the panel. A partially per- 
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forated cover, not shown in this illustration, completes the shielding 
and protection. Removing this screen opens an interlock switch which 
shuts off the high voltage. 

The modulator circuit is conventional, using a 4C35 hydrogen 
thyratron with dc resonant charging. The small receiving -type tubes 
mounted on the shelf as seen in Figure 17 are the three -minute time 
delay tube and the trigger generating and driving tubes for the 4C35. 

This modulator drives a 725A magnetron to give a peak radio - 
frequency power output between 30 and 40 kilowatts at a repetition 
rate of 1,000 pulses per second and a pulse length of 0.4 microsecond. 

Fig. 16- Transmit- 
ter- receiver. 

The keep -alive voltage for the transmit -receive switch tube is ob- 
tained by using two 1V2 tubes in a voltage -doubling circuit giving 
900 volts output. 

Since the output of the 725A magnetron is fed to a waveguide 
11/4" X % ", and the same size guide is used between the transmitter- 
receiver unit and the antenna, it was decided to redesign the duplexer 
so that it uses the same size guide. A 1B35 anti -transmit -receive tube 
and a 1B24 transmit -receive tube are used in conjunction with this 
duplexer and the mixer. 

The mixer is mounted directly on the receiver, so that no coaxial 
cables are necessary. The receiver itself uses a low -noise input circuit 
with conventional staggered tuned intermediate -frequency circuits, 
and provides automatic frequency control for the 723AB -2K25 local 
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oscillator. It also incorporates the sensitivity time control circuit for 
reducing sea clutter, adjusted by a knob on the indicator. The receiver, 
as a unit, can be easily removed and replaced by disconnecting the 
mixer from the duplexer, and removing the video and power cable plugs. 

Behind the air filter is the blower which feeds the air distributing 
duct which can best be seen in Figure 16. This distributes air to the 
modulator, to the low- voltage power supplies, the receiver, and the 

Fig. 17 - Trans- 
mitter- receiver unit, 
panel open for serv- 

icing. 

magnetron. The output for the heated air is through louvres in the 
side and back of the cabinet. 

The overall weight of the three major units, transmitter -receiver, 
indicator and antenna is approximately 400 pounds for the CR -103 

model. This may be compared with the overall weight of 930 pounds 
for the CR -101 -A and shows the reduction achieved in the design of 
the smaller model. 
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GENERAL TRENDS IN COMMERCIAL MARINE RADAR 

At the end of World War II there was no radar equipment available, 
designed specifically for merchant ships. Some vessels of United States 
registry and a few of foreign registry were equipped with military 
type radars. Beginning in 1946, and up to October 4, 1950, approxi- 
mately 1,100 United States vessels have been fitted with commercial 
radars. The majority of these installations operate in the three - 
centimeter band, while about one -third of the total use the ten -centi- 

Fig. 18 - Commer- 
cial radar licensed 
by FCC as of Sep- 

tember 29, 1950. 
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'meter band. The rate of installations and the total number on United 
States ships is shown in Figure 18 for both frequency bands. Figure 
18 also shows a gradual decrease in the number of installations of 
war -built radars which are being replaced by commercial designs. 

Vessels of United Kingdom registry fitted with radar number ap- 
proximately 600. All of these installations use the 3- centimeter band 
in accordance with the specifications of the British Ministry of 
Transport. Radar installations on other foreign vessels ( Norway, 
Sweden, Denmark, Netherlands, etc.) total approximately 500. It is, 
therefore, evident that the merchant marine throughout the world has 
made good use of radar as a navigational and anti -collision aid. 

Most of the time lost by shipping, due to weather conditions which 
hinder navigation, occurs when entering harbors or ports, or while 
traveling through rivers, channels, or other restricted waterways. 
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Under these adverse conditions it is obvious that the PPI presentation 
should have the maximum practicable bearing and range resolution, 
especially at short ranges. The average 3- centimeter installation, 
using an antenna with a four -foot aperture, provides a horizontal beam 

width of two degrees. Typical 10- centimeter radars with seven -foot 

aperture antennas have a 3.5- degree beam width. More recent develop- 

ments have further reduced the beam width to one degree or less for 
3- centimeter operation. This requires an antenna having an aperture 
of about nine feet. On the 10- centimeter band, beam widths of the 
order of two degrees are obtained with fourteen -foot apertures, al- 

though this results in a rather unwieldy structure which must with- 
stand severe wind loading conditions at sea. 

Close -in seeing is mainly a function of pulse length and receiver 
recovery time. Pulse lengths to the order of one -quarter to four- tenths 
microsecond are commonly used and provide minimum ranges of about 
70 to 80 yards. While shorter pulse lengths will further reduce the 
minimum range, the designer must strike a suitable compromise in 

order to maintain long range performance where longer pulse lengths 
are preferred. 
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Summary -The magneto -optic or Faraday effect, which was discovered 
and evaluated by Michael Faraday in 1845, has had few applications. An 
investigation was made to ascertain its applicability, in combination with 
more recently developed apparatus, in practical magnetic to optical and 
electrical transducers. 

Some of the theoretical and experimental results, which have been 
obtained from evaluations of the magneto -optic effect as a means for pro- 
ducing an output voltage or current of instantaneous amplitude propor- 
tional to any applied magnetic potential, are described herein. The main 
objective was the development of a simple magneto -optic playback head for 
magnetic records. It is found that, with simple systems and presently avail- 
able materials, the maximum signal -to -noise ratio is only about 30 decibels. 
This is considerably below the minimum desired value. 

Various means for improving the signal -to -noise ratio are discussed. 
Other applications of the magneto -optic effect are suggested. A theoretical 
treatment of the system is developed so that the effect of proposed materials 
and variations of the system may be evaluated without difficulty. 

INTRODUCTION 

T IS the customary practice to utilize or detect a magnetic field 
by causing its linkage with an inductor element (a coil of wire) 
to change in a prescribed manner and to utilize or to measure 

either the electrical potential induced across the terminals of the in- 
ductor or the electric current which that voltage may cause to flow 
in an external circuit. This practice has been followed in all of the 
well known magnetic record reproducer systems. 

Such systems may utilize a source of magnetic potential which con- 
sists of a tape, coated with a uniform surface layer of finely divided 
particles, or a solid skin of a retentive magnetic material, which may 
be caused to traverse a very narrow gap in a magnetic circuit so that 
a portion of the magnetic potential of the tape is applied across the 
gap. This magnetic potential produces a field in the external magnetic 
circuit. It is customary to wind one or more inductor coils around 
the core of the external circuit. The variations of the strength of the 
magnetic field within the core change the amount of magnetic flux 

* Decimal Classification: R535.3. 
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linking these coils and thus produce, between their terminals, an elec- 

tric potential 

E = -10-8N -45 . 
dt 

(1) 

If the magnitude of the magnetic flux varies as a periodic function of 
time, its value at any instant may be represented as the summation 
of a series of terms of the form 

A / = On sin ((ont + y) (2) 

When the amplitudes of the applied magnetic potential signals are 
very small with respect to the magnetic saturation values of the core 
materials in the magnetic circuit, the various terms of the complete 
expression are essentially independent of one another. Hence, they 
may be considered separately. Substitution of (2) iñ (1) yields 

A 
E=-10-8NCI) CO COS 0,t, (3) 

when the phase angle, y, is disregarded and a general term is assumed. 
This indicates that the output voltage is a function of the variational 
frequency, 

f = w/27r. (4) 

Most recording and reproducing systems are, however, constructed 
to yield an amplitude response characteristic which is constant with 
frequency within the working spectrum. This requires that the fre- 
quency dependence of Equation (3) be compensated by amplitude cor- 
rective networks in the playback system. 

The magneto -optical process does not involve a time derivative 
function, but produces an output current or voltage which is directly 
proportional to the instantaneous value of the applied magnetic flux 
density. It requires no compensation networks except those which may 
be used to correct for the decrease of the high frequency amplitudes, 
on account of the geometry and speed of the magnetic record, in rela- 
tion to the magnetic properties of the tape and the gap between the 
pole pieces of the magnetic pickup device. When a magneto -optic 
transducer is used it may be preferable to perform this compensation 
in recording, so that no compensation is required in the playback 
system. 
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DESCRIPTION AND MATHEMATICAL ANALYSIS 

In 1845, Michael Faraday' discovered that when optically isotropic 
substances are exposed to a magnetic field they cause the components 
of light passing in the direction of the magnetic field to be rotated 
in polarization. The angle of rotation (radians) was found to be 

B 
0 =(CHd cos a= cud - cos a, 

atto 

where 

(5) 

(( = magneto -optic constant of the material (radians /cm. oersted), 
H = intensity (Oersteds) of the magnetic field, 

d = path length (centimeters) in the material which is common to 
the superimposed light and magnetic fields, 

a = angle between the direction of propagation of the light and the 
applied magnetic field vector in the material, 

ß = flux density (Gauss) of the magnetic field, 

!cu = relative magnetic permeability of the magneto -optic material." -10 

The magneto -optic constant of most ordinary transparent materials 
is quite small. A few such materials exhibit notably greater effects. 
A heavy leaded x -ray glass, manufactured by the Pittsburgh Plate 
Glass Company, appears, from these experiments, to produce the 
largest useful magneto -optic effect of all the solids which have been 
tested. It is somewhat better than the flint glass with which it was 
compared for obtaining its relative position in the tabulated list of 
magneto -optic substances. Table I has been prepared from published 

1 M. Faraday, EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES, Vol. III, p. 1, 1845. 
Rodger and Wilson, Philos. Trans., Vol. 186, p. 621, 1895. 

3 Kundt and Roentgen, Wied. Ann., Vol. 6, p. 332, 1879. 
4 M. Faraday, EXPERIMENTAL RESEARCHES, Vol. III, p. 453, 

1845. 
s E. Verdet, Compt. Rend., Vol. 56, p. 630, 1863. 
° E. Verdet, COLLECTED PAPERS, Vol. I, p. 112, 1872. 
7 J. E. H. Gordon, PHYSICAL TREATISE ON ELECTRICITY AND MAGNETISM, Vol. II, p. 218, Appleton and Company, New York, 1880. 
g Lord Rayleigh, SCIENCE PAPERS, Vol. II, p. 360, Cambridge Uni- versity Press, London, 1900. 
° A. Winkelmann (Editor), HANDBUCH DER PHYSIK, Vol. V; F. Auerbach, ELEKTRIZITAT UND MAGNETISMUS, pp. 405 -410, Verlag von J. A. Barth, Leipzig, 1908. 
10 E. V. Fleischl, Wied. Ann., Vol. 25, p. 308, 1885. 
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data,u.lz with the addition of certain other data measured by com- 
parison with available samples of flint glass, during the course of the 
present investigation. 

A magneto -optic transducer system may be made by allowing a 
column of light to pass through a polarizer (Polaroid for instance), 
through a region containing a magneto -optic material and subject to 
the magnetic exciting field (H), through a polarity analyzer (a second 
Polaroid disc) and into a photoelectric cell, or photomultiplier tube. 
A system of this sort is sketched in Figure 1. It is essential that the 
light pass as nearly as possible in the same direction as the magnetic 
field in order to secure maximum reaction, as indicated by Equation (5) 

It seems entirely logical to assume that one might find or produce 
more suitable materials than those in this list, by embarking upon a 

SMALL SOURCE 
OF LIGHT 

CONDENSING LENSES 

APERTURE 

POLARIZER 

PLATE OF 
MAGNETO -OPTIC 
MATERIAL 

ANALYZER 

CONVERGING LENS 

PHOTOELECTRIC 
CELL 

MAGNETIC FLUX 7 
NON -MAGNETIC 
SUPPORT 
MEMBERS 

Fig. 1 -Basic magneto -optic transducer system. 
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definite program of research directed toward the development of better 
magneto -optic materials. Several types of available materials were 
tested in an effort to find the best magneto -optic solids which were at 
hand. The heavy leaded x -ray glass, flint glass, and a cobalt -blue plate 
glass listed in Table I were by far the best materials tested. Ordinary 
clear plate glass, pyrex glass and fused quartz were inferior by at 
least one order of magnitude. It seems that the added "impurities" 
in the lead and cobalt glasses may provide an important clue to a 
possible avenue of attack upon the problem of increasing the magneto - 
optic constant. 

All of the common types of transparent plastic resin sheets which 
were tried were found to produce excessive amounts of random polar- 

110. W. Eshbach, HANDBOOK OF ENGINEERING FUNDAMEN- 
TALS, Vol. I, Wiley Engineering Handbook Series, 1st Ed., John Wiley 
and Sons, New York, 1936. 

12 S. R. Williams, MAGNETIC PHENOMENA, 1st Ed., p. 217, Table 
VI, McGraw -Hill, New York, 1931. 
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ization dispersion, so no satisfactory test results were obtained with 
plastics. 

In operation, the second polarizer or "analyzer" is so oriented with 
respect to the average angle of polarization of the incident light that 
only a small fraction of the total available light is transmitted. If 
the analyzer is adjusted to minimize the transmission of light, and 
if the magnetic field is varied at a frequency f, the light passing 
through the analyzer will vary in intensity chiefly at the double fre- 
quency 2f. To avoid this effect, the analyzer may be rotated in either 
direction to transmit several times more than the minimum light in- 
tensity, or a constant supplementary magnetic bias field may be added. 
The former procedure is usually preferable. 

The minimum transmission ratio is dependent upon the uniformity 
of polarization produced by the polarizer and analyzer elements and 
upon any random static polarization deviating properties of the 
magneto -optic material. Materials which possess very small random 
variations are found to be most satisfactory for these applications. 
When the better materials are used, the transmitted light may be 
reduced to a minimum of perhaps 10 -4 to 10 -6 of the light which is 
incident upon the first polarizer. As either the polarizer or the analyzer 
is rotated a slight amount in either direction, the transmitted light 
may increase by perhaps 50 to 300 times before the maximum sensi- 
tivity to magnetic excitation is achieved. The exact amount of rotation 
which is required to attain maximum sensitivity, and the consequent 
value of increase of the transmitted light energy, is dependent upon 
the degree of random polarization in the system. Near the orientation 
of minimum transmission some portions of the light beam increase in 
intensity with application of increasing magnetic field intensity, while 
in other portions the light intensity decreases. Sufficient rotation in 
one direction or the other causes the entire light beam to either de- 
crease or increase with increase of magnetic field intensity. The rela- 
tive sign is dependent upon the relative direction of rotation of the 
polarizers from the orientation of minimum transmission and upon 
the direction of the magnetic field. Figure 2 shows a typical plot 
which indicates the sensitivity to magnetic excitation versus the 
steady (dc) component of the transmitted light as indicated by the 
photomultiplier tube output current. 

The intensity of the transmitted light (W.,) may be determined 
analytically, by the expression 

W2 = ambW1 {8 + sin (80+0) ], (6) 
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where 

W, = intensity of the light incident upon the first polarizer, 
a = fraction transmitted by that polarizer, 

nn = transmission coefficient of the magneto -optic material including 
obscuration by the magnetic structure, 

b= average fraction of the light transmitted by the second polar- 
izer (analyzer), 

S = remaining faction of light energy of random polarization which 
is transmitted by the system, 

00 = fixed angle of orientation between the polarizer and the 
analyzer, 

B = defined by Equation (5). 

Fig. 2 -Test of Far- 
aday effect. (Output 
current change for 
a fixed increment of 
magnetic flux 
change as a function 
of initial do current 
of photomultiplier 

tube.) 
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In general, the angle 6 is so small that for practical application 
one may write 

sin B = B, and cos B = 1, (7) 

so, by the trigonometric relations and with reference to Equation (5), 
(6) becomes 

W2 = ambW1 (S + sin 00 +c('Hd cos a cos Bo). (8) 

This equation indicates that the light intensity (power density), W_,, 
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transmitted by the second polarizer (analyzer) varies directly in ac- 
cordance with the applied instantaneous magnetic field intensity (H) . 

It is well known that, for small signals, the plate current II, of a 
photoelectric cell or photomultiplier tube is proportional to the varia- 
tion of the total incident light energy W.,A1, so 

where 

Ip = kSpW2A1i (9) 

k = remaining fraction of the incident light energy (W2) 
which actually reaches the sensitive area of the photo - 
tube, 

S = sensitivity of the tube in amperes per lumen, 

Al = area of the cross section of the beam of light. 

If the magneto -optic transducer is to be utilized in operation in 
a magnetic field (of intensity H) in a space where there is no reason 
to consider any adjacent ferromagnetic or paramagnetic bodies which 
may modify the intensity of the field, Equations (8) and (9) may be 
combined to yield the complete equation for the transducer system, 
in the form 

Ip = abkmA1SpW1 (S + sin 90 + g)Hd cosa cos 90). (10) 

When the application involves a definite magnetic circuit, such as 
that of a playback (reproducer) head for magnetic tape records, it is 
advantageous to design a magneto -optic transducer structure especially 
for the purpose. It is desirable that the configurations and dimensions 
of the magnetic and optical circuits be considered in combination to 
yield an optimum result. A block diagram of a possible arrangement 
of the magneto -optic transducer system for playing -back magnetic 
tape records is shown in Figure (3). 

The magnetic potential (f) and the reluctances (.R) of a mag- 
netic circuit determine the value of total magnetic flux, 

= BoAo = µoHoAo, 

which passes through the magneto -optic material. The signal level 
is quite low, so that initial permeabilities of constant value may be 
assumed for all the magnetic materials which may be involved. An 
example of a typical simple magnetic circuit of a magneto -optic play- 
back head is indicated in Figure 4. An approximately equivalent sche- 
matic magnetic circuit is sketched in Figure 5, where Ç2t is the internal 
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Fig. 3- Possible arrangement of a magneto -optic transducer 
system for playback of magnetic records. 

magnetic reluctance of a short segment of the record tape, Rai is the 
shunt reluctance of the space about the tape segment, RA and gZg2 
are the equivalent reluctances of the gaps between the tape and the 
tips of the core segments, gR82 is the leakage reluctance between 
the core tips, _cl and .Rc2 are the reluctances of the opposite core 
segments, g83 is the reluctance of the flux leakage (fringing flux) 
around the active magneto -optic material, and gZo is the magnetic 
reluctance of the active magneto -optic zone. The object is to produce 

Fig. 4- Magnetic 
circuit of a typical 
magneto -optic play- 

back head. 
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92 C2 

Fig. 5- Approxi- 
mate equivalent cir- 
cuit of magnetic 
playback head of 

Figure 4. 

a maximum of magnetic flux density within a maximum volume of 
magneto -optic material, or, in other words, to transfer a maximum 
amount of magnetic field energy into the space of utilization repre- 
sented by the reluctance aZa. 

Experience indicates that in practical, well- designed systems of 
this sort, the reluctances (qo and (442 may be neglected by equating 
them to zero. Then (Rai and R,0 are combined in parallel, in terms 

Fig. 6-First sim- 
plification of equiva- 
lent circuit of mag- 
netic playback head. 

of reciprocal reluctances or values of permeance 1 and 2,2, to yield 
a single shunt arm of value 

(Pa = g,12 _ _L,1 + 1 s2 = 1/gZa. (12) 

The core sectors are made identical, so that 

c1 = g{C2, and R = -L12 = (Rel. +.cz = 1 /g),. (13) 

The simplified equivalent circuit is shown in Figure 6. Here, the 
balanced representation is completely abandoned in order to simplify 

Fig. 7- Second sim- 
plification of equiva- 
lent circuit of mag- 
netic playback head. 
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the circuit, since the change does not alter the computed transfer of 
magnetic energy to the reluctance g . 

It may be assumed that the values of reluctance are adjusted as 
functions of frequency so as to include all deviations produced by 
magnetic skin effects at each frequency which is considered. If lamina- 
tions of .003 inch or less thickness are used, the low frequency reluc- 
tance values apply with sufficient accuracy, for most purposes, to 
maximum frequencies of at least 10 kilocycles, and usually to about 
15 kilocycles when the common audio frequency core materials are 
used, and when .R0 is relatively large. 

The simplified circuit of Figure 6 may be evaluated in accordance 
with standard electrical circuit practice. The resultant value of mag- 
netic flux which is computed to pass through the load reluctance 
(No) is 

rho = 
gtAa-"a/ + + Na) 

_c_Ra (gc+Ra) t 
mm 

gut, 
92a+Smm c+_Ra 

Ra 

mm 

mm 
+.1[0 

1itAa +c+a 
SIZ t+ ga 

, (14) 

where rt is the apparent value of magnetic exciting potential in the 
tape. Magnetic circuits of the general configuration indicated in Fig- 
ure 4 usually allow the following simplifying assumptions: 

so that 
A» « _Ra, (15) 

+ + = S.Ra+AR, (16) 

and the maximum value of the exciting magnetic field intensity is 

A A 

A A 4o t 

Ho = Bo /µo = = X 
µDAD µDAD 

[g"L mm m m + _li.a .1ia-Jia t+a 
n1 n a 

Lm amm a+mtmm +_m a)] + n, 
Rs.Rt+sRal 

i 
cfftt+ a, 
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where 

4,,, = peak value of the sine wave of flux, 

A0 = sectional area of the active flux path in the magneto -optic 
medium of permeability µo (i.e., the sectional area common to 
the light beam), and j t = apparent peak value of the sine wave of magnetic potential in 
the tape. 

Equation (17) indicates the complete absence of any dependence of 
H0 upon (Re, in view of (15). Hence, a further simplified equivalent 
circuit diagram may be drawn, as shown in Figure 7. From Figure 7, 

or from (17) , it may be shown that 

when 

and 

Ho = ,i;o /µoAo = 40 /R0A0µ0 = t R2/ 1R1gzoAoµo, (18) 

= (19) 

-92 = -Ra. R8 -R0/ (gRa.R8 + -RAO + .RagZO) (20) 

Precise computation of 9, (or 
n 

fit) from 'the actual value of mag- 
netic intensity along the tape coating is somewhat involved and is not 
necessary here. A first order approximation which is usually suffi- 
ciently accurate, expresses the magnetic potential, applied to a magnetic 
circuit of the type shown in Figure 4, as 

where 
-4t = A4St Rt = 47rtJtAt A = 476tst/µt (21) 

A, = cross -sectional area of the coating of the tape (square 
centimeters) , 

s, = longitudinal dimension (centimeters) in the direction of 
magnetization of the segment which produces the mag- 
netic excitation, 

= magnetic permeability of the magnetic coating on the 
record tape, and 

¿q, = peak value of magnetic moment in the tape (e.m.u.). 

Equation (10) may be simplified by consideration of only alter- 
nating- current components and root -mean -square values, and then 
combined with (18) and (21) to yield the completed expression for 
the plate current. 

Ip = 47rabkmSt,s,Q1StW1A1(cos 90) d SR2/gt1 -RoAoµtµo (22) 
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The magneto -optical and magnetic circuit geometry may be con- 
sidered in terms of a geometrical function of effectiveness U, which 
may be defined from (22) in the form 

so that 

U = d.(.1-Z2/R1 12oAo, (23) 

It, = LbrabknaSpstc()ytW1A1(cos 90) U/µtito (24) 

It is interesting to investigate U as a design parameter. Immedi- 
ately, it is noted that 

so that 

or 

0=d/Ao=1/go, 

U=112/Al=[1+ (93a+g8+ go) ]-1, 

U= [1+ .Rt(2a. 28+ Ao/d)]-1. 

As A0 and d vary, the value of 

g.= = A8 /s8 

varies in approximate accordance with 

= çp8*A01/2d*/,40*1r2d = g,ZaßA01/2/d, 

where /Y* is the value of P8 when A0 = A0* = 1 cm.2 

and d = d* = 0.25, so that go= Po* = A0 * /d* = 4, 

ß = d * /A0 *1/2 = .25/1 = 1/4, and P8* = fia. 

Then 

(25) 

(26) 

(27) 

(28) 

(29) 

(30) 

U = (1 + [ga.(1 + ßA01/2/d) + A0/d]}-1. (31) 

It is obvious that U possesses no dimensions, and so is a pure numeric 
value. 

In order that one may investigate the behavior of the function U, 
it is convenient to assign to certain of the parameters a particular set 
of practical values: 

a= 8 * =4, t =2 a= 2 /ga =1/2, and 13 =1/4. (32) 
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1 1 -1 
111= {1 + - 

2 
4 1 -}- - A01/2/d + Aa/d 

4 
, 

} 
(33) 

or, after rearrangement, 

U1= 2d/ (A0+ A01/2 + 6d) . (34) 

A plot of U1, from Equation (34), with d (the thickness of magneto - 
optic material in centimeters) as a parameter, is given in Figure 8. 

The cross ( +) marked on the chart represents the operating point of 

1.0 

10' 

U =2dAAe+Aé z +6d) 

(CM) 
d=10. 

5 

1.0 \ 
MAGNETO -OPTIC TRANSDUCER 
WITH CONSTANT LIGHT POWER =Wi AI 50 

.25 
.2Ó 

A (C m2) 

.10 \ 
d =.05 

I J I 

10 102 

Fig. 8-U1 as a func- 
tion of Ao and d. 

a sample system (Figures 10, 11 and 12) which was constructed to 

test the operational results. If the average transmitted light power 
(abkmW1A1, from Equation (24)) is held constant, it is apparent, 
from Figure 8 and some additional consideration, that the best shape 
of magneto -optical element is approximately cubical or perhaps one 

which is symmetrical in cross section and of axial length (along the 
light beam) about 1 to 2 times the square root of the cross -sectional 

area (A0) of the element. 
If the area of the aperture Al is made equal to the area A0, and if 

the intensity of the applied light is held constant, the signal output 
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becomes proportional to //TA . This is plotted in Figure 9 as a function 
of A with d as a parameter. In this case it is seen to be definitely 
advantageous to increase the cross section of the element to a maximum 
practical value and to make the value of d again equal to about 1 to 2 
times A #. In this case the only limitations to the available sensitivity 
are the practical values of A and d and the maximum area of the 
available light beam. The photocell area is not critical, except in the 
limiting conditions, since an optical system may be used to bend the 
parallel rays of light onto the active surface of the cell, after they have 
passed through the analyzer. This arrangement is convenient for 
distribution of dissipated light energy over a large area in the polar - 
izer, so that excessive heating may be avoided. 

Fig. 9 -11,A, as a 
function of A. and d. . 

2 

d=10. 

MAGNETO -OPTIC TRANSDUCER 
WITH CONSTANT LIGHT INTENSITY = WI 

%A.= 2d A,AA.I A¡, +6d0 

20-' 

1 1 I I I I I I . I 1 1 1 1 1 1 I .1 
10. 102 

A. (C Ma) 

EXPERIMENTAL TESTS 

A cross (-I-) is also used in Figure 9 to denote the operating point 
of the experimental test head of Figures 10, 11 and 12. This trans- 
ducer was designed to operate with a magnetic tape record passing 
transversely over a magnetic pick -up gap in the manner customary 
in the playing of magnetic records. A piece of optically flat leaded 
X -ray shield glass (Pittsburgh Plate Glass Company) .100 inch (.254 
centimeter) thick, and polished on both sides, was inserted between 
the pole pieces (Figure 10) to act as the magneto -optical material. All 
laminations were in place near the pick -up gap, but in the vicinity of 
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411t. 
Fig. 10- Experi- 
mental magneto -op- 
tic playback head 
with shields re- 

moved. 

the magneto -optical material only one of each four laminations con- 

tinued to the opposite surfaces of the glass. The fringing flux was 

utilized to produce a substantially uniform magnetic field in the glass 
in the direction of the polarized light beam, which passes through the 

Fig. 11- Experi- 
mental magneto -op- 
tic playback head 
with magnetic shield 

in place. 

core (where three quarters of the laminations were omitted) and 
through the magneto -optical glass. This glass was found to have a 

somewhat larger magneto -optical constant (I) (Verdet's constant) than 
the flint glass listed in Table I. 

Initial tests of this magnetic pickup head were made with a Western 
Union Telegraph Co., No. K -300 AC, 300 -watt, crater lamp as a plane 

Fig. 12 -Path of 
light through exper- 
imental magneto -op- 

tic head. 
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Fig. 13 -Back view 
of magneto -optic 

test unit. 

December 1950 

surface, "point" source of illumination. This lamp failed on account of 
overheating of the glass envelope before measurements could be made, 
because of operation with a heat shield with the forced ventilation 
turned off. The arrangement is shown in Figures 13, 14, 15 and 16. 
The condensing lens and panel aperture may be seen in front of the 
lamp in Figure 13. 45- degree front surfaced mirrors were used (Fig- 
ures 14 and 15) to direct the light beam through the polarizer, the 

Fig. 14 -Top view of magneto -optic system with shields removed. 
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Fig. 15- Bottom view of magneto -optic system with shields removed. 

magneto- optical system, and the analyzer, to a second mirror which 
reflected the resultant amplitude modulated light beam through a 
second panel aperture and light -tight enclosure, to a 931 -A photo - 
multiplier tube. The assembled system with the front light shield in 
place is shown in Figure 6. The 931 -A tube was operated from a 
stabilized power supply, with variable output voltage. The schematic 

Fig. 16 -Front view of magneto-optic test unit. 
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circuit diagram of this power sup- 
ply is given in Figure 17. A stand- 
ard 931 -A photomultiplier circuit 
was used with an output load resist- 
ance of about 11,000 ohms. 

Tests were continued with a 
"Point -O- Light" 100 candle power 
omnidirectional light source. In ad- 
dition to excitation from magnetic 
record tape, an exciter unit to pro- 
vide sufficient excitation for all test 
purposes was arranged in the form 

Fig. 18 - Enlarged view of mag- of a small 500 -turn coil on a special 
netic exciter test unit for playback U- shaped core (% inch wide), as 

head. shown in Figure 18. The plot of 
Figure 19 indicates the frequency response characteristic attained 
with the complete system. The low and high frequency deviations from 
uniform response were due entirely to the characteristics of the elec- 

trical circuits of the test arrangement. The output level could be 

varied at will by adjustment of the analyzer. A plot of output signal 
voltage versus the applied magnetic potential (9), in gilberts, under 
approximately the same conditions, is given in Figure 20. An essen- 
tially linear dynamic response is indicated, over a very great range of 
amplitude, when the effects of noise from the photomultiplier tube are 
minimized. Narrow band operation has been employed for exploration 
of the linearity of response to quite low levels. 

Approximate values of the constants and parameters of Equation 
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Fig. 19- Amplitude response characteristic of a 
magneto -optic playback head. 
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is not advocated. Thus a total increment in the signal -to -noise ratio of 
about 53 decibels would seem to be attainable by increasing the per- 
formance of the magneto -optic system when a bandwidth of 15 kilo- 
cycles is assumed. 

The maximum signal level of present magnetic tapes is about 21 
decibels below the noise level of Figures 19 and 20. Hence the net 
maximum signal -to -noise ratio for present magnetic tapes should be 
only about 53 - 21 = +32 decibels. 

It is possible to increase the signal -to -noise ratio by adding still 
more complications. Perhaps the most practical of these is an arrange- 
ment whereby the light is passed back and forth through the magneto - 
optic material to gain a limiting increase of 6 decibels in signal -to- 
noise increase for each passage through the material. It is conceivable 
that a 60- decibel signal -to -noise ratio might be attained in magnetic 
tape record playback by an optical arrangement to produce at least 
three extra transmissions of light in each direction. 

A still more complicated method, which may, however, be more 
simple in certain special laboratory procedures, is the use of a re- 
frigerated photomultiplier tube. The photomultiplier tube may be 
cooled to -160 degrees centigrade by means of liquid air. This ex- 
pedient lowers the noise level by about 40 decibels. Therefore, a 
maximum signal to erased tape noise ratio of about 32 + 40 = 72 
decibels may possibly be attained by known procedures with a magneto - 
optic playback system in special laboratory test equipment. This is 
probably not fully attainable on account of the limitations due to tape 
noise. It is probable that some additional means may be found for 
enhancement of the performance of this system, but there may be 
counterbalancing deficiencies of various sorts. 

It seems prudent to assume that no more than perhaps 30 decibels 
maximum signal -to -noise ratio is to be readily available in normal 
applications for operation directly from present magnetic record tapes, 
and that for any very special laboratory tests where multiple light 
transmission optical arrangements or perhaps liquid air cooling or 
both are used that figure could probably be increased to not more than 
about 70 decibels when even the best 931 -A photomultiplier tube is 
assumed. It appears obvious that none of these systems is now com- 
petitive with present operating practice in the magnetic record play- 
back field from the viewpoints of convenience and cost. 

There are, however, a great many possibilities for utilization of 
magneto -optic transducer principles in special applications wherein 
independence of the output amplitude upon frequency is important. 
Within the scope of present knowledge, the constancy of amplitude 
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response as a function of frequency is limited by only the electrical 

circuits which are involved, plus the demagnetizing and gap geometry 

phenomena associated with magnetic record systems. 
An application to which the system seems almost naturally adapted 

is that of the transfer of a magnetically recorded signal to any photo- 

graphic recording medium. As an instance, suppose that in the motion 

picture industry the sound tracks are first recorded by magnetic means 

and that it is then desired to combine and convert them to the cus- 

tomary photographic sound track, before release of the finished prod- 

uct. The magneto -optic system of Figure 3 may be converted for this 
purpose by replacing the phototube with an optical mask containing a 

slit and the well known optical system for focussing the image of the 
slit upon the continuously moving unexposed film, as it passes the 

region of the image. No electrical circuits of any sort are involved in 

this transfer system. On account of its simplicity, this application 
may allow the use of the more complicated multiple- traverse light 
system and greater illumination in order to attain the required ampli- 

tude of modulated light signal. The restricted bandwidth of sound on 

film should also aid in improving the signal -to -noise ratio in this 
application. 

There are other more specialized fields of application in which the 
method may be useful. For instance, very thin wafers of magneto - 

optic glass may be used as transducers to explore the external magnetic 
fields associated with magnetic record media when apparatus of maxi- 
mum sensitivity is employed. Quite simple transducer systems may 
be employed in stronger magnetic fields for the investigation of com- 

plex alternating- current or direct -current magnetic field vector ampli- 
tudes and phases, when those fields are somewhat more intense than 
the earth's magnetic field. 

In larger scale measurements it is also practical to use thicker 
sections of magneto -optic materials to increase the output amplitude 
and to attain increased sensitivity by multiple passage of the same 
beam of light back and forth through the magneto -optic medium. As 

previously stated, a limiting increment of 6 decibels per transit (in 
each direction) is available by this method. 

A major possibility of employment lies in the field of measurement 
of magnetic fields in inaccessible regions, such as within the various 
particle accelerators connected with nuclear physics investigations. 
The only requirements are the availability of one or two small optically 
transparent ports, for the passage of a beam of light into and out of 
the device, the possibilities of constructing an optical path through 
the region of desired measurement, and of the insertion of a piece of 
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nonmagnetic insulating material, such as glass, at the point of the 
desired measurement. 

CONCLUSION 

A magneto- optical playback system and head have been developed 
for use with magnetic tape records. The signal amplitude is found to 
be constant with frequency, and it is linear over more than the desired 
amplitude range, as predicted, except as modified at high frequencies 
by tape and pickup -slot parameters. It is found that, with simple 
systems and presently available materials, the maximum signal -to -noise 
ratio is only about 30 decibels. This is considerably below the minimum 
desired value. 

It is possible to increase the signal -to -noise ratio by adding still 
more complications. Perhaps the most practical of these is an arrange- 
ment whereby the light is passed back and forth through the magneto - 
optic material to gain a limiting increase of 6 decibels in signal -to- 
noise ratio for each passage through the material. It is conceivable 
that a 60- decibel signal -to -noise ratio might be attained in magnetic 
tape record playback by an optical arrangement to produce at least 
three extra transmissions of light in each direction. 

A still more complicated method, which may however be applicable 
in certain special laboratory procedures, is the use of a refrigerated 
photomultiplier tube. If the photomultiplier tube of the system is 
cooled with liquid air, the potential signal -to -noise ratio may be 
increased by 40 decibels. When this and certain minor mechanical 
modifications are made, it appears that it should be possible to attain 
entirely satisfactory results and to produce a maximum signal to erased 
tape noise level of 70 decibels. The noise level of the tape may reduce 
this latter figure by several decibels, since it may become the controlling 
factor in this case. 

It is concluded that in ordinary magnetic record playback applica- 
tions the magneto -optic system is not now competitive with other 
available methods for performing the same task in magnetic record 
players. It is further concluded that the present system may possibly 
become more interesting if a somewhat more active magneto -optic 
material is found or produced, or possibly if a more quiet photo - 
multiplier tube becomes available.* Presently available magneto -optic 
materials are found to be adequate for satisfactory operation in other 
applications wherein the cost and complexities of the system are not 
closely limited. 

* Since this work was done, in 1948, better photomultiplier tubes have 
been made available. 
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It is possible that there may be at least one useful application in 

the motion picture industry, for the transfer of magnetic sound -track 
signals to optical sound tracks without any intermediate electrical 
circuits. The multiple light passage arrangement could be used to 

advantage in this application. 
A system of this general nature may also afford a means for 

measuring the space vector magnitudes and phases of constant or 
varying magnetic fields without the introduction of either electrically 
conductive or ferromagnetic substances into the region of the field. 

The theoretical treatment of the system was arranged so that the 
effects of any proposed new materials and of the variations of the 
system parameters may be readily evaluated. 
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TRANSMITTER DIVERSITY APPLIED TO MACHINE 
TELEGRAPH RADIO CIRCUITS'` 

BY 

GRANT E. HANSELL 

Research Department, RCA Laboratories Division, 
Riverhead, New York 

Summary -The communication system described in this paper makes 
use of transmitter diversity to overcome the effects of fading, as compared 
to receiver diversity on machine telegraph (printer) radio circuits. It has 
been determined experimentally that transmitter diversity is as effective as 
receiver diversity when appropriate receiving equipment is used. The gain 
has been determined to vary between 10 and 30 decibels. The system 
described here uses frequency shift keying, thereby realizing the advantages 
of frequency shift keying as well as the advantages of diversity. 

The communication system described in this paper should be particu- 
larly well suited to a number of services where receiver diversity is not 
feasible or not economical, such as radio printer circuits from shore to ships 
or from ground to airplane or from one transmitter to a. number of receiv- 
ing locations situated in congested areas. 

INTRODUCTION 

II IS paper describes briefly the transmitter and receiver ar- 
rangements used for making use of transmitter diversity. Tests 
were made to determine whether or not separate transmitters 

connected to spaced antennas gave a diversity effect at the receiver. 
After this was determined, tests were made to determine the effective- 
ness of transmitter diversity compared to receiver diversity. Tests 
were also made to determine the effectiveness of transmitter diversity 
compared to a single transmitter. 

OSCILLOSCOPE OBSERVATIONS OF TRANSMITTER DIVERSITY 

In order to observe the effects of transmitter diversity, two trans- 
mitters were connected to separate antennas, on the same frequency, 
but keyed differentially with 60 -cycle reversals. The per cent mark of 
the two transmitters was made unequal so that the transmitter and 
antenna combination could be identified at the receiver. With this 
arrangement, the diversity effect could be observed and still avoid the 
effects of phase cancellation because both transmitters were not on 
at the same instant. For this test a frequency of 15,457.5 kilocycles 

' Decimal Classification : R423.21. 
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was used from Bolinas, California. The results were observed on an 

oscilloscope at Riverhead. Pictures were taken at the rate of one 

frame per second for a total of 4000 frames. The pictures were 

analyzed frame by frame to determine the effectiveness of transmitter 
diversity. This was done by arbitrarily deciding that when the signal 
dropped below a certain level it would result in an error. If it dropped 
below that same level on both transmitters at the same time it would 

mean an error on diversity. The results showed an error ratio of 407 

to 61. An error ratio of 194 to 15 was measured on the same film 

when using a lower level for the error point. These figures show a 

calculated' improvement of 11 and 14.8 decibels respectively, when 
using the formula that errors are 
inversely proportional to the 0.75 

power of the transmitter power. 
Figure 1 is a sample reproduc- 

tion of the pictures taken at one 
second intervals showing the di- 
versity effect. The short dot is from 
one transmitter and the long dot 
from the other transmitter. In the 
top frame the short dot is at a 
minimum but rises to equality in 
the third frame. In the fourth 
frame the long dot has started to MIN 
fade while the short dot has re- 
covered to full amplitude. 

TRANSMITTER ARRANGEMENT 

In practice, the two transmitters 
cannot be on the same frequency 
or it will result in phase cancella- 
tion. In order to overcome this 

Fig. 1- Oscilloscope pictures taken 
at one frame per second, showing 

objection is is necessary to use a diversity effect. 

small amount of frequency separation. In early work, a value of 200 
cycles was used but a value of 90 cycles was used in later work. A 

discussion of frequency separation will be presented later in this paper. 
The transmitter arrangement used in this system is shown in 

Figure 2. A teletype transmitter supplies a keyed tone signal to the 
tone -signal rectifier and then to a reactance tube which converts the 

H. O. Peterson, John B. Atwood, H. E. Goldstine, Grant E. Hansell, 
and Robert E. Schock, "Observations and Comparisons on Radio Telegraph 
Signalling by Frequency Shift and On /Off Keying ", RCA Review, Vol. VII, 
No. 1, March 1946. 
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rectified tone to a frequency shift signal by its action on the 200 - 
kilocycle oscillator. The output of the 200 -kilocycle oscillator is com- 
bined in two mixers with the outputs of two crystal oscillators adjusted 
to be slightly off -set in frequency. The desired sideband output of 
each mixer is selected by frequency selective circuits and applied to 
frequency multipliers and power amplifiers to give the final transmitter 
output frequency and power. General practice has been to multiply 
the mixer output frequency by a factor of 4 or 8 depending on the 
output frequency desired. It will be noted that the frequency separa- 
tion of the crystals would then be one fourth or one eighth of the 

Fig. 2 - Block dia- 
gram of transmit- 
ting arrangement. 
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desired final separation. Some care is necessary in the design as well 
as in operation to maintain the frequency separation within reasonable 
limits. However experience has shown that this can be accomplished 
without undue difficulty. 

A frequency shift of 850 cycles was used for all tests described 
in this paper. It is anticipated that other values of shift may be used 
at some later date. 

RECEIVER ARRANGEMENT 

Several factors are involved in the choice of the receiver arrange- 
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ment for use in the reception of 
transmitter diversity signals. Of 

several arrangements tested, the 
circuit indicated in block diagram, 
Figure 3, has given the best per- 
formance. 

Following the receiver proper, 
the essential elements are selectiv- 
ity, limiting, mark and space filters, 
differentially connected detectors, 
low pass filter, trigger circuit out- 
put control and a receiving printer. 
The intermediate -frequency selec- 
tivity serves as a roofing filter for 
the mark and space filters. The 
limiter serves to remove amplitude 
variations in the signal and to re- 
move amplitude modulation com- 
ponents of noise and amplitude 
modulation beat components due to 

RECEIVER 

I . F. 

SELECTIVITY 

LIMITER 

MARK FILTER 
AND DET 

SPACE FILTER 
AND DE T. 

LOW PASS 

FILTER 

TRIGGER 

PRINTER 

Fig. 3 -Block diagram of receiving 
arrangement. 

the presence of the two slightly different transmitter frequencies. The 

limiter further serves to select the stronger of the two transmitter fre- 
quencies present at any time. The mark and space filters separate the 
mark and space frequencies and their detected outputs are differen- 
tially connected to the low pass filter. The low -pass filter removes noise 
components as well as beat note components remaining as a result of 

the transmitter frequency differences. Selectivity curves of the inter- 
mediate- frequency roofing filter and the mark and space filters are 
shown in Figure 4. The selectivity characteristic of the low -pass filter 
used in these tests is shown in Figure 5. 
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Additional features of the receiver, not shown, are provisions for 
automatic gain control, and either or both automatic frequency control 
or crystal controlled high frequency oscillator. 

EVALUATION OF TRANSMITTER DIVERSITY GAIN 

The most direct way to evaluate the effectiveness of transmitter 
diversity using the receiver arrangement shown in Figure 3, was to 
count errors using transmitter diversity compared to a single trans- 
mitter. This was done using a circuit from Bolinas, California to 
receiving locations in New York City. At San Francisco, a tape trans- 
mitter, provided with a repeating tape, fed 5 -unit printer signals, 

Fig. 5- Attenuation 
characteristic of to 

low -pass filter. 
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over about 30 miles of land line to the transmitting site at Bolinas 
where they were fed to the transmitting equipment shown in Figure 2. 
This arrangement converted the printer signal to frequency shift key- 
ing for the operation of two 1- kilowatt transmitters. The transmitters 
were connected to separate rhombic antennas directed towards New 
York. These antennas had a power gain of about 12 decibels and were 
spaced about 1500 feet. Each transmitter used an assigned frequency 
of 15,490 kilocycles with 850 cycles shift and 200 cycles off -set. 

It should be pointed out that the radio -frequency noise level in 
New York City is higher than one would generally expect to encounter 
elsewhere. Also, more power would be required for longer circuits, 
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particularly those whose great circle paths come closer to the magnetic 
poles where higher attenuation is encountered. 

The results obtained at three receiver locations in New York City 
are shown in Table I. 

Table I 

Hits Using Error 
Receiver Location 1 Trans. 2 Trans. Letters Ratio S/N Ratio 

60 Broad Street 201 13 10,000 15.5/1 -5 to -16 db 
711 5th Avenue 409 25 45,000 16.3/1 +6 to - 6 db 
22 William Street 65 2 8,000 32/1 +9 to 0 db 

These measurements were obtained by providing an automatic timing 
unit at the transmitter to turn one of the transmitters off at alternate 
five minute intervals. This provided alternate five minute intervals of 
single transmitter and transmitter diversity. A "hit" is defined as 
either a single error or a series of errors resulting from the receiving 
printer being thrown out of synchronization. The signal -to -noise ratios 
are peak signal to peak noise ratios measured from time to time in a 
1.7- kilocycle intermediate -frequency bandwidth and are only intended 
as a rough guide of the signal condition at the various locations. A 
simple half -wave horizontal dipole was used at each location. At 
60 Broad Street the antenna was located approximately 25 stories 
above the street and very near to the do elevator machinery. The 
building is surrounded by taller buildings. At 711 Fifth Avenue the 
antenna was located on the 12th floor almost directly above Fifth 
Avenue. Except for ignition noise from cars and buses, the location 
was fairly clear of local noise. At 22 William Street, the City Bank 
Farmers Trust Co. building, the antenna was located approximately 
60 floors above the street and was well in the clear of other buildings, 
and the noise level was lower than at the other two sites. 

An examination of Table I shows the ratio of errors without trans- 
mitter diversity to errors with transmitter diversity increased as the 
signal -to -noise ratio increased. This indicates that the gain due to 
diversity increases with higher signal -to -noise ratios. This effect has 
also been observed in more direct experimental results with receiver 
diversity in other work being conducted at Riverhead. These results 
indicate that the application of diversity produces a gain of from 
12 to 30 decibels depending upon the signal -to -noise ratio. 

A comparison of transmitter diversity and receiver diversity was 
made using three different receiver arrangements. In order to obtain 
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this comparison, one transmitter was turned on and off at alternate 
five minute intervals. When one transmitter was on, two receivers in 
diversity were used and when both transmitters were on, a single 
receiver was used. From these tests, the general conclusion was reached 
that the effectiveness of transmitter diversity is equal to that of re- 
ceiver diversity if the receiving equipment is properly designed for 
the reception of transmitter diversity signals as, for example, the 
receiver arrangement of Figure 3. 

POSSIBLE USES FOR TRANSMITTER DIVERSITY 

Obviously transmitter diversity will not replace receiver diversity 
for most point -to -point circuits because of the increased cost of a 
second transmitter and antenna compared to a second receiver and its 
antenna. However there are many circuits that can make use of trans- 
mitter diversity to advantage. These circuits fall into two general 
classifications; one type being any circuit where it is impossible or 
impractical to install two receivers with their associated spaced an- 
tennas, and the other being that of a broadcast service where it is 
more economical to install a second transmitter than a second receiver 
at a large number of locations. Some examples of possible uses are 
listed below: 

1. Shore -to -ship transmission 
2. Ground -to- airplane transmission 
3. Fixed base to mobile vehicle transmission 
4. Fixed base to undeveloped areas 
5. Fixed base to city areas (building tops) 
6. Broadcast transmission to many receiving stations 

From the above it can be seen that transmitter diversity can pro- 
vide better performance for many services. 

Another advantage of transmitter diversity may be noted. Its use 
results in simplified installation and operation at the receiving location 
due to the fact that it is only necessary to have one receiver and re- 
ceiving antenna. This simplification makes it less essential to have 
skilled technicians at the receiving location. 

ANALYSIS OF TRANSMITTER OFF -SET 

The use of transmitter diversity is made possible by offsetting the 
transmitters, by a small amount, in frequency to overcome the effects 
of phase cancellation. The amount of off -set required is a function of 
keying speed to be used. In 60 words per minute teletype, the duration 
of one keying element is about 22 milliseconds. If one transmitter is stronger than the other at the grid of the limiter, the weaker signal 
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is further rejected in the limiter output. The worst possible condition 
is when both frequencies are received with equal amplitudes. When 
this condition exists, the resultant varies between twice the amplitude 
of each signal and zero at the beat note or off -set rate as indicated in 
Figure 6. Calculations indicate that the time t1 during which the 
amplitude of the resultant signal is less than the amplitude of one 
signal alone is 1/3 of the time for one cycle of the off -set frequency. 
If it is arbitrarily said that this time should be small compared to a 
keying element, say one fifth to one tenth, then t1 would be equal to 
4.4 to 2.2 milliseconds, and t would be three times these values or 
13.2 to 6.6 milliseconds. The calculated off -set frequency would then 
be 76 to 152 cycles. Hence an off -set of 90 cycles appears to be a 
good choice for 60 words per minute teletype. This means that the 
signal drops below the value of a single signal for 3.7 milliseconds 
during each cycle when the two frequencies are received with exactly 

ENVELOPE OF ONE 
FREQUENCY ALONE 

ENVELOPE OF TWO 
FREQUENCIES OF 
EQUAL AMPLITUDE 

Fig. 6- Signal trace 
showing two signals 
of equal amplitude. 

equal amplitude. There are two effects that occur during this time 
interval. One effect is the deterioration of the signal -to -noise ratio 
during this short interval. The other effect is that the signal will fall 
below the point where the limiter can maintain its full output. This 
effect is for even a much shorter time interval resulting in sharp peaks 
at the detector output. These peaks can easily be removed by the low 
pass filter. From this it can be seen that the low -pass filter need not 
reject the off -set frequency proper, but only the peaked wave that 
results from the beat note. 

FACTORS IN RECEIVER DESIGN 

The design factors for a receiver to receive transmitter diversity 
are fundamentally no different than a receiver used in receiver diver- 
sity. However, since transmitter diversity lends itself to somewhat 
special applications, there are certain factors that should be stressed 
for some particular services. If reception is desired on building tops 
or any location where impulse noise is encountered, the response to 
impulse noise and antenna input balance are important considerations. 
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Input balance is especially important if a long transmission line is 
used with a possible noise source near the transmission line between 
the antenna and the receiver. Experience has shown that receivers 
vary widely in their response to impulse noise. It has also been found 
that the low -pass filter is very effective in reducing the effect of im- 
pulse noise. Input balance can be provided external to a receiver by 
the use of a properly designed input transformer between the trans- 
mission line and the receiver input terminals. 

The frequency shift portion of the receiver should be given careful 
consideration. The important factors are the use of mark and space 
filters, good limiting, and the low -pass filter. 

Simplicity of operation is a very important factor for some appli- 
cations. In order to require a minimum of attention with regard to 
tuning, the receiver should have exceptional frequency stability and 
possibly some means for automatic frequency control. A minimum of 
operating controls is a good feature for any receiver but this is of 
special importance in operations where a minimum of attention is 
required, or where operation by non -technical personnel is desired. 

CONCLUSIONS 

Transmitter diversity is not expected to replace receiver diversity 
for most point -to -point circuits, but it appears to offer a practical 
solution for a number of important services. 

It is more economical to improve the single receiver reception of 
a given signal by the addition of a second transmitter, than to increase 
the power of the single transmitter to get the same results. The 
single transmitter would have to be increased 12 to 30 decibels or 16 
to 1000 times the power required in each of two transmitters to obtain 
the same results at the receiver. 

Transmitter diversity is as effective as receiver diversity in over- 
coming the effects of fading if a properly designed receiver is used. 
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A HIGH -PERFORMANCE TRANSISTOR WITH WIDE 
SPACING BETWEEN CONTACTS* 

BY 

B. N. SLADE 

Tube Department, RCA Victor Division. 
Harrison, N. J. 

Summary -A number of transistors having contact spacings ranging 
between 0.010 inch and 0.020 inch have been made. Power gains of 20 to 
30 decibels and current gains as high as 25 are obtained. These values are 
as good as or better than those previously reported for narrow -spaced units. 
An improvement in operational stability may result from the use of wide - 
spaced contacts through a reduction in the average value of the equivalent 
base resistance. Current gain falls off more rapidly with frequency in 
wide -spaced than in narrow- spaced transistors because of transit -time 
effects. These effects limit the usefulness of wide -spaced transistors to 
low -frequency applications. However, the technique of activating at wide 
spacing with an auxiliary contact, then operating with a close -spaced 
contact makes high current gains and reduced values of equivalent base 
resistance obtainable at frequencies of 1 to 5 megacycles per second. 

INTRODUCTION 

THE importance of maintaining close and accurate spacings 
between the emitter and collector contacts of the transistor 
has been emphasized in various published papers' discussing 

transistor characteristics. These papers stress that 0.002 inch is the 
maximum spacing for good transistor action, and any greater values 
would result in lower power gains and current gains. Curves in these 
papers show an almost exponential decrease in current gain and power 
gain as the spacing is increased. However, recent work reported here 
has indicated that transistors of considerably wider spacings may be 
made with no appreciable sacrifice in power gain. The use of wide 
contact spacings not only can. simplify the assembly of transistors, 
but also may result in two improvements in electrical characteristics. 
These improvements are (1) a decrease in internal feedback which 
may result in better operational stability, and (2) higher current gain. 
These improvements are offset to some degree by a reduction in the 

* Decimal Classification: R282.12. 
1 See for example J. Bardeen and W. H. Brattain, "Physical Principles 

Involved in Transistor Action ", Phys. Rev., Vol. 75, pp. 1208 -1225, April 
15, 1949. 
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frequency response, thus limiting wide- spaced transistors to low - 
frequency applications. 

EQUIVALENT BASE RESISTANCE AS A FUNCTION OF CONTACT SPACING 

In order to study the phenomena involved in wide -spaced tran- 
sistors, both the equivalent base resistance" and gain were measured 
as a function of contact spacing. 

The equivalent base resistance, the mutual element of the T- network 
equivalent circuit of the transistor,' represents the internal impedances 
which are common to both input and output circuits. It will be shown 
that wide spacing of the transistor contacts results in a decrease of 
this resistance, thus resulting in a decrease of internal feedback. 

It is believed that the equivalent 
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Fig. 1 - Static characteristic of 
narrow- spaced transistor having 
equivalent base resistance of 1600 

ohms. 

base resistance is composed of the 
bulk resistance of the germanium 
crystal, leakage between emitter and 
collector contacts, and electronic 
effects, the nature of which are not 
completely understood. High values 
of equivalent base resistance due 
to leakage and these electronic ef- 
fects are illustrated in Figure 1 by 
the family of curves of emitter 
voltage versus collector current at 
constant emitter current for a nar- 
row- spaced transistor. The equiva- 
lent base resistance, which is equal 
to the slope of these curves, is not 
only high at the operating point, A, 
but is also greatly dependent upon 
emitter and collector currents. 
Transistors with these characteris- 

tics have appreciable feedback since the equivalent base resistance at 
the operating point is approximately 1600 ohms. Shelf life tests on 
more than two hundred units have indicated that transistors having 
high and variable values of equivalent base resistance are quite un- 
stable and have poor life. 

2 A committee of the I.R.E. is presently considering the use of the term 
"equivalent block resistance" to replace the term "equivalent base resist- 
ance." 

a W. M. Webster, E. Eberhard and L. E. Barton, "Some Novel Circuits for the Three -Terminal Semiconductor Amplifier ", RCA Review, Vol. X, 
No. 1, p. 5, March 1950. 
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Figure 2 shows a similar set of curves for a narrow- spaced tran- 
sistor having an equivalent base resistance varying from 100 to 200 
ohms throughout the operating range. Leakage between the contacts 
has been reduced, but the electronic effects which cause the equivalent 
base resistance to vary with bias currents are still present to a small 
degree. Equivalent base resistance at the operating point, A, equals 
120 ohms, and there is appreciable feedback in this transistor, though 
not as great as in the unit described in Figure 1. These curves are 
probably typical of many, if not most narrow -spaced transistors, 
although occasional narrow -spaced units have equivalent base resist- 
ance values as low as 30 ohms. 

Figure 3 shows a family of curves for a wide -spaced transistor. 
It can be seen from these curves that the equivalent base resistance 

Fig. 3- Static char- 
acteristic of wide - 
spaced transistor 
having equivalent 
base resistance of 

30 ohms. 
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is not only small, approximately 30 ohms at the operating point, A, but 
also practically independent of changes in emitter or collector currents. 
These curves are typical of almost all wide -spaced transistors. The 
extent to which the value of the equivalent base resistance decreases 
with increasing point spacing is shown in Figure 4.' In this curve, 
the equivalent base resistance decreases exponentially and approaches 
a value which is approximately equal to the bulk resistance of the 
crystal. Surface leakage and other effects appear to have been mini- 
mized at these wide spacings. 

Fig. 4 - Effect of 
varying contact 
spacing on equiva- 
lent base resistance. 
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POWER GAIN AND CURRENT GAIN AS A FUNCTION OF CONTACT SPACING 

The effect of increased contact spacing on power gain is illustrated 
in Figure 5 which shows curves of power gain versus contact spacing 
for three crystals. Each unit was formed at a contact spacing of 0.016 
inch. The collector remained fixed while the emitter was moved for 
each reading. All data were read at constant emitter and collector 
current conditions. It appears from these three curves that power gain 
is relatively independent of spacing up to approximately 0.015 inch. 

If, however, a transistor is formed at 0.003 inch, as illustrated in 
Figure 6, current gain decreases fairly rapidly with increased spacing. 
A second curve in Figure 6 shows that if the same crystal is formed 
at 0.016 inch, the current gain remains fairly independent of the 
spacing. Significantly, the current gain of the unit formed at 0.016 
inch is more than three times as great as the current gain for the 
same crystal formed at 0.003 inch. The third curve in Figure 6 shows 
a plot of current gain versus contact spacing published by Bardeen and 

4 Data provided by J. I. Pantchechnikoff, RCA Laboratories Division, 
Princeton, N. J. 
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Brattain.' This curve, like the curve of the unit fòrmed at a spacing 
of 0.003 inch, decreases in gain with increased contact spacing. 

RELATION OF CRYSTAL RESISTIVITY TO WIDE- SPACED OPERATION 

In addition to the forming of the transistors, the crystal resistivity 
appears to be an important factor in the operation of wide- spaced 
transistors. The effect of crystal resistivity on the gain -versus -spacing 
characteristic is illustrated in Figure 7 which shows curves of power 
gain versus contact spacing for two high- resistivity crystals and one 
low- resistivity crystal. All three transistors were formed at a contact 
spacing of 0.016 inch. RCA germanium usually ranges from 1/2 to 
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15 ohm -centimeter in resistivity. Exact measurements of the re- 
sistivity of the germanium crystals which are best suited for wide 
spacing have not yet been made. However, high -resistivity germanium 
as discussed in this paper generally will include the upper portion of 
the 1.,:_ to 15 ohm -centimeter range while low -resistivity geranium 
will usually cover the lower part of this range. The transistor using 
the low- resistivity crystal shows a rapid decrease in gain with increas- 
ing point spacing. The gains of the two transistors having high - 
resistivity crystals are relatively independent of contact spacing up 
to 0.016 inch. 

It appears that two requirements are necessary, therefore, in order 
that gain be relatively independent of contact spacing. First, the 
germanium must have relatively high resistivity, and secondly, the 
transistor should be formed with emitter and collector spaced far apart. 
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ELECTRICAL CHARACTERISTICS OF WIDE -SPACED TRANSISTORS 

The gain and impedance characteristics of completed wide -spaced 
transistors are shown in Table I. Here four wide- spaced transistors 
are compared with four narrow- spaced units. 

The average value of equivalent base resistance for the wide -spaced 
transistors listed in the table is 22.5 ohms as compared to 105 ohms for 
the narrow- spaced transistors. The significance of the equivalent base 
resistance in causing feedback may be appreciated by noting the 
difference between measured gain and calculated gain. Power gain, 
exclusive of feedback, is calculated from the expression 
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output load resistance 
Power Gain (db) = 10 log [(current gain) 2 X 

4 X input load resistance 

where the input and output load resistances are adjusted for maximum 
output of the transistor. Table I shows that in the case of the narrow - 
spaced units the measured gain is approximately 4 decibels greater 
than the calculated value. This difference between the measured and 
calculated gain is approximately equal to the gain due to feedback. 
The gain due to feedback of the wide- spaced units is approximately 
1.2 decibels. 

Table I 

Transistor 
No. 

Contact 
Spacin!, 
Inches 

RESISTANCES 

Equiv. Rare 
Resistance 

ohms 
Current 

Gain 

Power Gain 
biro 
Load 
ohms 

Transfer 
ohms 

Output 
Load 
ohms 

Meas. 
dh 

Cole. 
dh 

1 0.015 740 42000 5000 30 6.2 20.8 18.3 
2 0.015 160 12000 2500 20 6.0 22.0 21.5 
3 0.015 260 26000 5000 20 5.0 21.9 20.8 
4 0.015 800 50000 9000 20 5.4 19.0 19.1 

AVERAGE 490 32500 5375 22.5 5.65 21.1 19.9 

1 0.002 320 42000 14000 80 2.8 22.8 19.3 
2 0.002 440 60000 22000 180 2.8 27.8 19.9 
3 0.002 320 44000 23000 100 1.8 18.8 17.6 
4 0.002 360 45000 14000 60 3.2 23.5 19.9 

AVERAGE 360 47750 18250 105 2.65 23.2 19.2 

Table I shows that the output load resistance of the wide- spaced 
transistor is smaller, on the average, than that of the narrow- spaced 
transistor. Table I also shows that the current gain of the wide - 
spaced transistor is higher, on the average, than that of the narrow - 
spaced transistor. These higher values of current gain account for 
the high values of power gains. 

Table II shows impedance and gain characteristics for three crys- 
tals. Each crystal was mounted as a transistor and formed at a spacing 
of 0.002 inch. After measurements were recorded, each crystal was 
remounted and formed at a contact spacing of 0.015 inch. The use of 
one crystal for tests at both 0.002 inch and 0.015 inch permits a com- 
parison of wide and narrow spacings and minimizes the variables 
encountered when different pieces of germanium are used. Here, as 
in Table I, the output load resistance is considerably smaller in the 
case of the wide -spaced transistor. The current gains at 0.002 inch 
were 2.5 for all three samples, but at 0.015 -inch spacing, current gains 
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Table II 
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Contact 

RFSISTANCES 

Equiv. Base 
Power Gain 

Input Output 
Meas. Cale. Crystal Spacing Load Transfer Load Resistance Current 

No. Inches ohms ohms ohms ohms Gain db db 

1 0.002 440 125000 45000 200 2.5 28.8 22.0 
0.015 140 42000 4000 10 10.0 27.8 28.5 

2 0.002 520 45000 20000 320 2.5 24.0 17.8 
0.015 560 38000 2500 10 14.0 23.8 23.4 

3 0.002 320 60000 25000 160 2.5 26.9 20.9 
0.015 500 42000 1000 10 26.0 25.2 25.3 

were 10, 14, and 26. In the case of the wide -spaced transistors, be- 
cause the calculated gains were practically equal to the measured gains, 
very little feedback was indicated. The calculated gains of the narrow - 
spaced transistors, however, averaged six decibels less than the meas- 
ured gain. This large amount of feedback in the case of the narrow - 
spaced units may be attributed to the high values of equivalent base 
resistance which ranged from 160 to 320 ohms. 
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LIMITATIONS OF WIDE SPACING OF CONTACTS 

The principal limitations of the wide -spaced transistors are ap- 
parent from Figure 8 which shows curves of current gain versus 
frequency for both a wide- and a narrow -spaced transistor.5 Due to 
the effects of transit time, the frequency response of the wide -spaced 
transistors is poor at frequencies much greater than 100 kilocycles per 
second. Consequently, these transistors are limited to low- frequency 
applications. 

5 Data for transistor having contact spacing of 0.002 inch provided by 
G. Olive, RCA Laboratories Division, Princeton, N. J. 
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TRANSISTORS FORMED AT WIDE SPACING BUT OPERATED AT 

NARROW SPACING 

It has been found that a crystal of low resistivity may be formed 
at wide spacings, and even though its gain may be very small at these 
spacings, a high current gain and power gain will be obtained if the 
emitter is then moved to approximately 0.002 inch from the collector. 
Figure 9 shows a curve of current gain versus contact spacing for a 

low- resistivity crystal formed at 0.016 inch spacing. As the emitter 
is moved toward the collector, the current gain increases. At 0.003 - 

inch spacing a current gain of ten is obtained. Due to the limitations 
of the equipment used for taking these measurements, current gain at 
spacings smaller than 0.003 inch were not measured. If a crystal of 
high resistivity is used, excessive 
feedback usually occurs if the emit- EMITTER 

I 

COLLECTOR 

ter is moved close to the collector EMITTER 2 = \ 
after forming at wide spacings; 
consequently it is necessary to use 

GC w fairly low- resistivity germanium GERMANIUM 
CRYSTAL 

for this transistor. A transistor 
which is formed at wide spacing 
and operated at narrow spacing may 
be assembled with three contacts as 
illustrated in Figure 10. Emitter 2, 

which is spaced 0.015 inch from 
the collector, draws approximately 
three milliamperes of current dur- 
ing forming. Emitter 1 is out of Fig. 10- Contact arrangement of 

the unit transistor formed at wide spacing 
the circuit. After forming, and operated at narrow spacing. 

METAL 
BASE 
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Fig. 11- Frequency 
response of a tran- 
sistor formed at 
wide spacing and 
operated at narrow 

spacing. 
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TRANSISTOR A 

is operated as a narrow- spaced transistor with emitter 1. Emitter 2 
is no longer used and may be removed. Values of current gain for 
these units have ranged from 4 to 20. Power gain ranges from 20 to 
30 decibels. Because only low- resistivity germanium is used, the 
equivalent base resistance averages about 75 ohms as compared to 
over 100 ohms for conventional transistors. 

Figure 11 shows two typical frequency- response curves of transis- 
tors formed at 0.015 inch and operated at 0.002 inch. These curves are 
only three decibels down at approximately three megacycles per second. 
The frequency response of these transistors is, therefore, comparable 
to conventional narrow -spaced transistors ; in addition, the current 
gains are comparable to the current gains of wide- spaced transistors. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is possible to make transistors with contact spacings of 0.015 
inch or greater. These transistors, compared with narrow -spaced 
transistors, have higher current gain, lower equivalent base resistance, 
and approximately the same power gain. These advantages, in addition 
to the obvious simplification in manufacture of transistors, are obtained 
at the expense of good frequency response. However, the process used 
in the forming of wide- spaced transistors may be used to obtain high 
current gains and good frequency response at narrow contact spacings 
if the germanium crystal material is properly selected. Transistors 
which are processed in this manner have higher values of equivalent 
base resistance than are obtained with the use of wide -contact spacings. 
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N electronics systems using. cathode -ray tubes for display. switch- 

ing. memory. etc.. it in often found that one of the limitations 
of the. system k the finite resolution of the cathode -ray tube. in- 

creasing this resolution can always be reduced to the problem of 

increasing the ratio of the deflection sensitivity to the beam width. 

This is so since increasing the distance between the deflection system 

and the target can always increase the deflection per unit input voltage 

but increases the spot size in practically the same proportion. An 

increase in the deflection angle or an increase in the current density 

by reelesigning the electron gun are possible approaches but are sub- 

ject to the limitations of the electron optics in the tube. 

This paper describes a circuit approach which increases the pos- 

sible cathode-ray-tube resolution by an order of magnitude and yet 

require* a minimum of additional equipment. This is a problem which 

arises in a multitude of electronic systems and it is felt that this 

tolut ion may he applicable in mane systems. The deflection- input- 

signal wave form will. of course. depend upon the system. but the 

circuit described will accept any input zignal within its bandwidth 

limitation. In illustration of this approach, two applications are 
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described below : the first, employing a storage tube for electronic 
memory, would most likely use a sawtooth deflection signal with de- 
flection being a simple function of time; the second, employing switch- 
ing tubes, would use a series of randomly spaced pulses of arbitrarily 
varying amplitude as an input deflection signal. 

In general it is found in beam type storage tubes, such as the 
Radechon or barrier grid storage tube' that the amount of information 
which can be stored is inversely proportional to the fidelity with which 
it can be reproduced. The product of these quantities is limited by 
the spot size and the deflection angles. Electronic systems requiring 
information storage can be improved if this product is made higher. 
One approach to the problem is the arrangement of several storage 
tubes in parallel. The tubes are sequentially deflected so that the 
number of storage elements in the system is increased by a factor 
equal to the number of tubes. These elements are available one after 
the other with no spaces, just as if they were all in one tube. There 
are several objections to this proposal, but all are related to the large 
deflection power and deflection driver tubes which are required if 
such a number of beam tubes are to be deflected by a conventional 
circuit. So far, at least, systems engineers do not object to the in- 
creased input and output capacitance in the signal circuit, this being 
considered a proper price to pay for the increase in storage elements. 

In nuclear research, the energy spectra of elemental particles from 
nuclear disintegrations are of considerable interest. One approach to 
the measurement of these spectra uses a proportional counter detector, 
either of the gaseous or crystal variety, the output of which is a pulse 
whose amplitude is proportional to the energy of the particle detected. 
A device which records the number of such pulses as a function of 
their amplitude (this is exactly the energy spectrum of the group of 
particles detected) is called in the literature a pulse amplitude analyzer. 
Several devices of this type have been described, some using conven- 
tional tubes,2.3 others with special single tubes having a multiplicity 
of targets.4.5 These references do not exhaust the literature. All of 

1 A. S. Jensen, J. P. Smith, M. H. Mesner and L. E. Flory, "The Bar- rier Grid Storage Tube and Its Operation ", RCA Review, Vol. IX, pp. 112- 135, March 1948. 
2 H. F. Freundlich, E. P. Hincks and W. J. Ozeroff, "Pulse Analyzer for Nuclear Research ", Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 18, pp. 90 -100, February 1947. 
3 C. H. Westcott and G. C. Hanna, "A Pulse Amplitude Analyzer for Nuclear Research Using Pretreated Pulses ", Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 20, pp. 

181 -188, March 1949. 
4 D. A. Watkins, "The Ten Channel Electrostatic Pulse Analyzer ", Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 20, pp. 495 -499, July 1949. 
3 W. E. Glenn, Jr., "Pulse Height Distribution Analyzer ", Nucleonics, Vol. 4, pp. 50 -61, June 1949. 
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the systems described have limitations, particularly with respect to 

the pulse repetition rate, the discrimination between amplitude chan- 

nels, and the driving requirements. 
A pulse amplitude analyzer can be built which comprises several 

beam deflection tubes, each having a collecting target structure behind 
a limiting slit. The input pulse deflects the beams sequentially across 
their targets, with only one tube conducting at any one time. Here, 
as in the storage tube system, the deflecting circuits can be improved 

and simplified if direct deflection drive can be eliminated. Moreover, 

since each amplitude channel of an analyzer of this design is controlled 
by its own individual beam tube, the ratio of the sensitive portion of 

the amplitude gate to the twilight zone is very high. This results in 

apparatus in which the regions of amplitude where there is doubt 

as to which channel should count the pulse are very small. Further- 
more, since each such beam tube is considerably less complicated in 

design than one with a multiplicity of targets, some complication may 

be incorporated in the tubes in order to prevent two adjacent channels 
from counting the same pulse, to simplify the output circuits, or to 

assure that the amplitude gates are of equal width. 

ADVANTAGES 

There is no fundamental problem involved in deflecting a number 
of cathode -ray tubes in parallel where each tube is so biased that only 

one beam is on its target at any one instant and the tubes are therefore 
deflected successively, or sequentially. However, the deflection driver 
required is awesome in size and power requirements. This article 
describes a circuit for sequentially deflecting a number of beam tubes 
with the following advantages over a conventional deflection circuit: 

1. No large B supply is required. (Direct drive of 10 levels would 

require nearly a 1500 -volt supply.) 
2. No large driving tubes are required (such as 4X150A, two of 

which would be required to replace the circuit shown in Figure 
1). 

3. The driving power (including both B supply and heater power) 
is less. 

4. 10 beam tubes together with this circuit can be driven with 
the conventional circuit required for one tube. 

5. Separate centering is provided for each beam tube. 
6. Push -pull anastigmatic operation is provided. 
7. DC coupling or do restoration is simple. This is important in 

computer type circuits (pulse height analysis) where the deflec- 

tion signal is arbitrary. 
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is operated as a narrow -spaced transistor with emitter 1. Emitter 2 
is no longer used and may be removed. Values of current gain for 
these units have ranged from 4 to 20. Power gain ranges from 20 to 
30 decibels. Because only low- resistivity germanium is used, the 
equivalent base resistance averages about 75 ohms as compared to 
over 100 ohms for conventional transistors. 

Figure 11 shows two typical frequency- response curves of transis- 
tors formed at 0.015 inch and operated at 0.002 inch. These curves are 
only three decibels down at approximately three megacycles per second. 
The frequency response of these transistors is, therefore, comparable 
to conventional narrow -spaced transistors; in addition, the current 
gains are comparable to the current gains of wide -spaced transistors. 

CONCLUSIONS 

It is possible to make transistors with contact spacings of 0.015 
inch or greater. These transistors, compared with narrow- spaced 
transistors, have higher current gain, lower equivalent base resistance, 
and approximately the same power gain. These advantages, in addition 
to the obvious simplification in manufacture of transistors, are obtained 
at the expense of good frequency response. However, the process used 
in the forming of wide -spaced transistors may be used to obtain high 
current gains and good frequency response at narrow contact spacings 
if the germanium crystal material is properly selected. Transistors 
which are processed in this manner have higher values of equivalent 
base resistance than are obtained with the use of wide -contact spacings. 
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Summary -The resolution of a cathode -ray -tube system, for example 
one employing storage tubes or switching tubes, can be increased if a 
number of such tubes are deflected in parallel. If their deflection plates 
are biased differently so that only in one tube at a time is the beam on 
the target, they each may be deflected successively, or sequentially, as the 
signal amplitude varies. This paper describes a circuit which enables such 
a multiplicity of tubes to be deflected in sequence with many advantages 
including reduced power and tube requirements over a conventional direct 
driving circuit. Since only one tube is being deflected at any one time, a 
saving in power by a factor 5 is attained in the example shown. Details 
are given of the design of such a circuit operable for ten beam tubes with 
a frequency response flat beyond 5 megacycles. A circuit diagram and 
oscillograms indicating its operation are included. 

INTRODUCTION 

IN electronics systems using cathode -ray tubes for display, switch- 

ing, memory, etc., it is often found that one of the limitations 
of the system is the finite resolution of the cathode -ray tube. In- 

creasing this resolution can always be reduced to the problem of 

increasing the ratio of the deflection sensitivity to the beam width. 

This is so since increasing the distance between the deflection system 

and the target can always increase the deflection per unit input voltage 

but increases the spot size in practically the same proportion. An 

increase in the deflection angle or an increase in the current density 
by redesigning the electron gun are possible approaches but are sub- 
ject to the limitations of the electron optics in the tube. 

This paper describes a circuit approach which increases the pos- 

sible cathode -ray -tube resolution by an order of magnitude and yet 
requires a minimum of additional equipment. This is a problem which 

arises in a multitude of electronic systems and it is felt that this 
solution may be applicable in many systems. The deflection- input- 
signal wave form will, of course, depend upon the system, but the 
circuit described will accept any input signal within its bandwidth 
limitation. In illustration of this approach, two applications are 

* Decimal Classification: R138.312. 
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described below : the first, employing a storage tube for electronic 
memory, would most likely use a sawtooth deflection signal with de- 
flection being a simple function of time; the second, employing switch- 
ing tubes, would use a series of randomly spaced pulses of arbitrarily 
varying amplitude as an input deflection signal. 

In general it is found in beam type storage tubes, such as the 
Radechon or barrier grid storage tube' that the amount of information 
which can be stored is inversely proportional to the fidelity with which 
it can be reproduced. The product of these quantities is limited by 
the spot size and the deflection angles. Electronic systems requiring 
information storage can be improved if this product is made higher. 
One approach to the problem is the arrangement of several storage 
tubes in parallel. The tubes are sequentially deflected so that the 
number of storage elements in the system is increased by a factor 
equal to the number of tubes. These elements are available one after 
the other with no spaces, just as if they were all in one tube. There 
are several objections to this proposal, but all are related to the large 
deflection power and deflection driver tubes which are required if 
such a number of beam tubes are to be deflected by a conventional 
circuit. So far, at least, systems engineers do not object to the in- 
creased input and output capacitance in the signal circuit, this being 
considered a proper price to pay for the increase in storage elements. 

In nuclear research, the energy spectra of elemental particles from 
nuclear disintegrations are of considerable interest. One approach to 
the measurement of these spectra uses a proportional counter detector, 
either of the gaseous or crystal variety, the output of which is a pulse 
whose amplitude is proportional to the energy of the particle detected. 
A device which records the number of such pulses as a function of 
their amplitude (this is exactly the energy spectrum of the group of 
particles detected) is called in the literature a pulse amplitude analyzer. 
Several devices of this type have been described, some using conven- 
tional tubes,2.3 others with special single tubes having a multiplicity 
of targets.4'5 These references do not exhaust the literature. All of 

1 A. S. Jensen, J. P. Smith, M. H. Mesner and L. E. Flory, "The Bar- rier Grid Storage Tube and Its Operation ", RCA Review, Vol. IX, pp. 112- 135, March 1948. 
2 H. F. Freundlich, E. P. Hincks and W. J. Ozeroff, "Pulse Analyzer for Nuclear Research ", Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 18, pp. 90 -100, February 1947. 
3 C. H. Westcott and G. C. Hanna, "A Pulse Amplitude Analyzer for Nuclear Research Using Pretreated Pulses ", Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 20, pp. 181 -188, March 1949. 
4 D. A. Watkins, "The Ten Channel Electrostatic Pulse Analyzer ", Rev. Sci. Instr., Vol. 20, pp. 495 -499, July 1949. 
5 W. E. Glenn, Jr., "Pulse Height Distribution Analyzer ", Nucleonics, Vol. 4, pp. 50 -61, June 1949. 
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the systems described have limitations, particularly with respect to 

the pulse repetition rate, the discrimination between amplitude chan- 

nels, and the driving requirements. 
A pulse amplitude analyzer can be built which comprises several 

beam deflection tubes, each having a collecting target structure behind 
a limiting slit. The input pulse deflects the beams sequentially across 

their targets, with only one tube conducting at any one time. Here, 
as in the storage tube system, the deflecting circuits can be improved 

and simplified if direct deflection drive can be eliminated. Moreover, 

since each amplitude channel of an analyzer of this design is controlled 
by its own individual beam tube, the ratio of the sensitive portion of 

the amplitude gate to the twilight zone is very high. This results in 

apparatus in which the regions of amplitude where there is doubt 

as to which channel should count the pulse are very small. Further- 
more, since each such beam tube is considerably less complicated in 

design than one with a multiplicity of targets, some complication may 

be incorporated in the tubes in order to prevent two adjacent channels 
from counting the same pulse, to simplify the output circuits, or to 

assure that the amplitude gates are of equal width. 

ADVANTAGES 

There is no fundamental problem involved in deflecting a number 
of cathode -ray tubes in parallel where each tube is so biased that only 

one beam is on its target at any one instant and the tubes are therefore 
deflected successively, or sequentially. However, the deflection driver 
required is awesome in size and power requirements. This article 
describes a circuit for sequentially deflecting a number of beam tubes 
with the following advantages over a conventional deflection circuit: 

1. No large B supply is required. (Direct drive of 10 levels would 

require nearly a 1500 -volt supply.) 
2. No large driving tubes are required (such as 4X150A, two of 

which would be required to replace the circuit shown in Figure 
1) 

3. The driving power (including both B supply and heater power) 
is less. 

4. 10 beam tubes together with this circuit can be driven with 
the conventional circuit required for one tube. 

5. Separate centering is provided for each beam tube. 
6. Push -pull anastigmatic operation is provided. 
7. DC coupling or do restoration is simple. This is important in 

computer type circuits (pulse height analysis) where the deflec- 

tion signal is arbitrary. 
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8. There is no beam -current loading of the deflection plates, and 
there are no glancing angle secondaries from the deflection 
plates to reach the target and give a spurious output signal. 

9. The frequency characteristic is flat beyond 5 megacycles for 
10 beam tubes, each using a pair of 6J6's. 

CIRCUIT OPERATION 

The sequential deflection circuit is shown in the circuit diagram 
of Figure 1. This figure also shows the last stage of the deflection 
amplifier circuit and the dc clamp which would be required to deflect 
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SEQUENCE 
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1 

CENTERING 

V 
TO OTHER 
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NOTES: 

I. ONLY ONE OF 10 LEVELS SHOWN 
2. RESISTORS HAVE VALUES WITHIN RANGES: 

A:2.7K TO 3.7K 
B. 7.5K TO 15K 
C IM TO 2M 

3. ONLY ONE FOR ALL 10 LEVELS 

Fig. 1- Sequential deflection circuit (schematic). 

one tube alone in the conventional manner. Only one such driver and 
one clamp are required for all ten levels. There are ten sequential 
deflectors each with its own voltage regulator. Only one level is shown 
in Figure 1. It consists of two 6J6 triodes, each having its two halves 
connected in parallel, connected in a standard cathode -coupled phase 
splitting circuit, designed for a push -pull gain of 10. The input is 
do coupled to the driver, and the plates feed the beam -tube deflection 
plates in push -pull directly, so that the one keyed clamp suffices for 
the entire network. 

In operation the beam of the deflection tube is on the center of 
its target when the deflection plates are both at the same poential. 
This occurs for both 6J6's conducting the same plate current; that is, 
both grids are at the same potential. One grid is the input; the other 
then controls the centering. Since ten levels are to be deflected sequen- 
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tially, to minimize the current drain from the B supply, each deflector 
circuit is designed so that it either cuts off or saturates shortly after 
its deflection -tube beam has been deflected beyond the target. This 
also means that the beam does not strike the deflection plates due to 
excessively large deflection. In this mode of operation, usually only 
the deflectors of the conducting deflection tube and of adjacent levels 
are not saturated. However, since either grid of any one deflector 
can draw grid current when its half is saturated, both are protected 
by crystal diodes which open circuit when the input is above cathode 
potential, leaving the grid at the same potential as the cathode with- 
out drawing grid current. Since the diode provides only a one -way 
path for electrons into the grid, the grid resistor must be returned to 
a high potential in order to remove these electrons. This resistor must 
be of low enough impedance to keep the time constant of the circuit 
formed by this resistor and the stray capacitance of the grid low for 

Fig. 2- Sequential deflection circuit. 

high frequency operation. This low impedance requires a much lower 
impedance voltage source for centering, hence the electronic voltage 
regulator. For a repetitive deflection signal, a conventional voltage 
divider of higher impedance would be satisfactory. 

When the deflection input is an arbitrary video signal, its dc level 
is lost in the ac stages preceding the driver. In order to maintain 
the deflection centering properly, it is necessary to restore the do 
level by any one of a variety of do clamps.° The clamp adjusts the 
do potential of any reproducible signal level which has been previously 
chosen as a reference. It will be noted that as long as the operating 
range of the driver is properly chosen by adjusting the do bias poten- 
tial to which it is restored, and the individual sequence deflectors are 
properly centered, the actual signal value chosen as a reference is 

6K. R. Wendt, "Television DC Component ", RCA Review, Vol. IX, 
pp. 85 -111, March 1948. 
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immaterial. Thus this circuit is not limited in the signal polarity 
acceptable. 

It must be noted that the plate resistor of the 6J6 must be chosen 
so that the bandwidth of the sequence deflector is greater in propor- 
tion to the number of levels than that of the driver. 

Figure 2 is a photograph of the sequential deflection circuit in 
the equipment for which it was built. The two 6AQ5's are at right 
angles at the left. The 6J6 tubes are shown in side view while the 

(a) Signal on plates of one 6J6 of 
level #5 showing saturation and 

cut off characteristic. 

(b) Multiple exposure: 
signals on plates of each 6J6 of 
level #5 showing push -pull ope_a- 

tion. 
Output signal from beam deflection 
tube #5 indicating portion of de- 
flection when beam is on target. 

Note high flat to rise ratio. 

(c) Multiple exposure: 
signals on plates of one 6J6 of 
each of levels #2 to #8 indicating 

effect of centering. 

(b) 

(C) 

Fig. 3- Deflection plate signal with sawtooth input. 

12AT7 tubes are shown in top view. The large 17 -pin cinch sockets 
used for the button stems of the Radechon storage tubes can be seen 
through the wiring at the center. 

Figure 3 shows three oscillograms of the deflection plate signal for 
a sawtooth input. Part (a) is the signal on one deflection plate of 
level #5, showing the effect of saturation and cutoff. The beam is on 
the target only during the linear portion of this characteristic. Part 
(b) shows, in multiple exposure, the signals on each deflection plate 

s 
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of level #5. The push -pull operation can be seen, the beam being in 
the center of the target when the two traces cross. The output of the 
collector of secondary electrons from the target of the deflection tube 
is superimposed to show exactly when it is conducting (the signal is 
negative during conduction). Part (c) shows, in multiple exposure, 
the signals on one deflection plate of each level from #2 to #8, in- 
clusive, to illustrate the effect of centering. Note that the beams 
traverse their targets sequentially. 

To measure the frequency response of the circuit as shown, a sine - 
wave input, do restored to the bottom of level #1, was used with 
amplitude just sufficient to extend to the top of level #10 for the 
middle frequency region. The number of targets traversed indicated 
the response amplitude. At 5 megacycles, level #10 was still being 
traversed. 



DESIGN OF HIGH -PASS, LOW -PASS AND BAND -PASS 
FILTERS USING R -C NETWORKS AND DIRECT - 

CURRENT AMPLIFIERS WITH FEEDBACK *t 
BY 

C. C. SHUMARD 

Research Department, RCA Laboratories Division, 
Princeton, N. .1. 

Summary-The constre etion of band -pass filters with relatively low 
cutoff frequencies is described. The filters consist of a combination of R -C 
networks and a direct -current amplifier with feedback. 

INTRODUCTION 

T HAS BEEN necessary to use band -pass (B.P.) filters with rela- 
tively very low cutoff frequencies. Three ranges were required: 
.005 to 0.5, .01 to 1, and 0.03 to 3 cycles per second. To build 

filters of the conventional L -C type would require impractically large 
if not unrealizable values. On the other hand a filter using a combina- 
tion of R -C networks and a direct- current (dc) amplifier with feedback, 
it has been found, results in a relatively small, practical unit. 

The fundamental principle ** involved is operation of the dc ampli- 
fier near the 1,0 point of the Nyquist loop, resulting in controlled 
regeneration without oscillation. In conjunction with external filtering 
the combination then is made to give a pass band comparable to the 
L -C filter used at higher frequencies. 

Several configurations may be used to obtain the above results but 
this investigation has been limited to one in which only one do ampli- 
fier is required and the new combination has the output characteristics 
of a normal feedback amplifier. This means that the output circuit is 
independent of load up to the power handling limits of the output tube. 

This configuration in its simplified low -pass, high -pass and band - 
pass forms is shown respectively in Figures la, lb, 2 and 3. 

LOW -PASS FILTER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The prototype configuration may be considered that of Figure 1 (a), 

* Decimal Classification: R386. 
t This work was done under contract for the Special Devices Center 

of the Naval Office of Research. 
** Suggested by A. W. Vance of these laboratories. 
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which is the unmodified original version of the low -pass (L.P.) type. 
This has proved useful in the derivation and use of the high -pass 
(H.P.) and B.P. types. A solution* of the mesh equations for the ratio 
of the output voltage, e,,, to the input voltage, e., yields the relation 

e, 1 

ei -A-I-Blm2-jm [Ci-D1m2] 

Olf r) 

Fig. 1(a) - 
Low pass. 

Fig. 1(b) - 
Low pass. 

Fig. 2 - 
High pass. 

Fig. 3 - 
High pass. 

R -C network and dc feedback amplifier filters. 

(1) 

where m = the frequency ratio f /fo, the reference frequency, fo, being 
chosen as desired, 

A=a+b, (la) 

d a 
Bi= - [a (1+c) + (1-d) (b+c) -c2] +- [b + (l+b) (c+d)], (lb) 

kl hk 

* See Appendix II, for B.P. filter, as illustration of method followed. 
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a + b + (1- +-a+b) (c +d) ab 
C1=-. + -, (1c) 

k h 

and 
ad 

D1 = [ (1+c) (b+c) -a c2 d], 
hkl 

(id) 

in terms of the reference unit resistance used for external feedback. 
Letting B represent the phase angle between e; and e0, 

m [C1- D11112] 
0 =tan -1 (2) 

-A + B1 ms 

Investigating the possibility of a solution with d = a, h=-1 and 
b = c, it was found that 

e0 1 g=-= 

where A =a + b, 

e; -A+B..m='- ¡ni IC,-D.,nu.,I 

2a (a-1-2b) 2a. (2A -a) 
kl kl 

(3) 

(3a) 

(3b) 

(a+b) (2+a+b)l+abk A (2+A)l+a (A-a) k 
C,= _ (3c) 

kl kl 

a2b a2(A-a) 
and D., = [2 +.b (2-a2) ] _ [2 + (A-a) (2-a2)]. (3d) 

kl'= k!=' 

m [C2 - D2 m2] 
Here 0 =tan-1 (3e) 

-A -{- B_, m2 

In rationalized form, 

I g I = 
1 

ß/A2 + m2 (C92 - 2ÁB2) + m4 (B22 - 2C2 D2) + m« D22 

It will be noticed that if in Equation (4) 

C22 - 2A B2=-0, 

. (4) 

(5) 
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and B22 = 2C2 D2 = 0, (6) 

1 
then lgI = (7) 

VA12 + D22 m6 

Equation (7) is of the same form as that obtainable in a dissipation - 
less low -pass single -section L-C filter terminated in its characteristic 
impedance R= L/C, and therefore gives the same rate of attenua- 
tion. 

The conditions expressed by Equations (5) and (6) may be fulfilled 
if 

B2 = C2 = 2A, 

and 02= A. 

(8) 

(9) 

Then Equation (7) 

eo 

becomes 

1 1 

e{ 
or IgI =Go /V1 + mi'', (10) = 

A 1-Fm6 

where g is the gain variation with frequency, and Go is the low fre- 
1 1 

quency gain -_ . Equation (3e), for the phase angle B, becomes 
A a +b 

m (2-m2) 
O = tan -1 (11) 

2m2 -1 

However, the values of a, b, k and l which fulfill these conditions must 
still be found using the above relations. (See Appendix I.) 

The values of a for different values of A = a + b, may be found 
from the relation 

2A (2A-a) 2 [2 + (A-a) (2-a2) ] 

-A2(2+A) (A-a) [2-I- (A-a) (2-a'-)]2- (2A-a)3=0. (12) 

(13) Then 

and 

b = A-a, 

k= 

1= 

a (2A-a) 

Al 

a(A-a) [2 + (A-a) (2-a2) ] 

2A -a 

(14) 

(15) 
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Values of a, b, k and l were determined for a number of values of A. 
Some of these are given in Table I below. 

Table I 

A=a+b G. =1/ A a b b/a k l 

0.1 10.0 .012 .088 7.3333 1.76029 0.012483 
0.2 5.0 .05 .15 3.0 1.77552 0.049275 
0.45 2.222 .208 .242 1.16346 1.770328 0.180309 
0.52 1.923077 .26 .26 1.0 1.798635 0.216853 
1.0 1.0 .65 .35 .538461 2.0395 0.430175 
2.0 .5 1.436 .564 .393728 2.96977 0.62039 

In Figure 4 is shown a partial plot of the above values. The curves 
are indicative only, however, since the scale is insufficient for exact 
interpolation. Exact values should be calculated from Equations (12), 
(13), (14), and (15). 
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Fig. 4 -Low- and high -pass filters. Values of a versus A for the maximum 
rate of change of attenuation. 

Since the rate of attenuation in Equation (10) is fixed, it now 
remains only to fix the frequency at which the attenuation is the 
desired value. For simplicity of manipulation it is convenient to select 
a frequency, which will be called the cutoff frequency, at which m = 1. 
If the reactances of the capacitors Ck and C, are then made such that 
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Xck /Rf and Xc1 /R1 equal k and l respectively at this frequency, the 
ratio of the output voltage, eo, to the input voltage, e;, will be 0.70711, 
i.e., eo /ei = 0.70711, or g = 0.70711 Go. This of course is equivalent to 
the voltage attenuation of 3 decibels. The curve of Figure 5 shows 
the relative amplitude with frequency (m = f /fo). 

As an example of specific design, suppose the cutoff frequency, fe, 

is chosen as one cycle per second. Then m =1 at one cycle per second. 
If the gain (or loss) of the filter is of no particular interest, it is 
convenient to make a = b. For these values of a and b there is only 
one set of values meeting the maximum rate of change of attenuation 
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Fig. 5 -Low -pass filter with maximum rate of change of attenuation, using 
values of a, b, k, and 1 from Table I. 

conditions. These are (See Table I) a=b= 0.26, k = 1.79863 and 

/= 0.216853. If it is desired to use a particular one of the parameters 
as the reference the others are then established from it. Thus if it is 

convenient to make C1 =1 microfarad, then at one cycle per second, 

XII = 159,155.1 ohms. Rf will then be Rf = Xc1 /l = 159,155.1/0.216853 

= 733,931 ohms. Also R.= Rb = aR, = 0.26 (733,931) = 190,822 ohms 

and Xck = k Rf = 1.79863 (733,931) = 1,320,074 ohms or Ck = 0.120565 

microfarad. In summation then, the configuration is that of Figure lb, 
a gain g =1/ (a+b) = 1/0.53 = 1.9231 will be obtained at 0 frequency 
(m = 0) and the relative frequency response will be as shown in 

Figure 5, with the relative response at 1 cycle per second (m = 1) 

down to 70.711 per cent and the actual response down to 0.70711 
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(1.9231) = 1.35984. In Figure 6 the phase angle, B, is plotted versus 
the relative frequency ratio, m. This is a representative curve for 
any values of a, b, k and l giving the maximum rate of change of 
attenuation. 

/oc 

/26 

/46 

/60 

/86 

toc 

224 

244 

266 

281 

Fig. 6- Low -pass filter. Phase angle O for maximum rate of change of 
attenuation. 

HIGH -PASS FILTER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

The H.P. filter design formulas may be derived at once from the 
L.P. ones by substituting a new variable µ =1 /m in the L.P. formulas 
and taking the sign of the phase relation into account. This has been 
done in the formulas below but the symbol m has been retained since 
it has the same meaning. 

Thus Equation (1) for the L.P. yields, for the high -pass configura- 
tion of Figure 2, the relation 

eo m3 
9'= 

ei m[-A m2 -}- Bl] +j [m2 Ci-D1] 

where, as for Equation (1), 

(16) 

A=a-I-b, (16a) 
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d 
B1 = [a(1+c) + (1-d) (b+c) -c2] 

kl 

a 
+ [b + (1+b) (c+d)]. 

hk 

C1= 
a+b+ (1+a+b) (c+d) ab 

+ , 

k h 

ad 
D1= [(1 +c) (b +c) -aced]. 

hkl 
(16d) 

Here, however, the feedback capacitive reactance -j /m, (external 
feedback) has been taken as reference. 

For the phase angle, 9, between the output voltage, e,,, and input 

voltage, et, 

-(m2C1- D1) 
B = tan -1 (- Am2 +B1)m 

Similarly (3) becomes 

(16e) 

m3 
g= (17) 

m [-Am2+B2] +j [m2C2 -D] 
where, as in Equation (3), 

A=a+b, (17a) 

B2 = 2a (2A-a) /kl, (17b) 

A (2+A)1 + a (A-a) k 
(17c) 

C2 kl 

a2 (A -a) 
and D2 = [2 + (A-a) (2 -a2) ]. (17d) 

kl2 

However 

- (m2C2 - D2) 
9 = tan -1 

( -A1m2 + B2) m 
(17e) 
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Because of the reciprocal frequency relations existing between the 
H.P. and L.P. filters, the same optimum parameters holding for the 
L.P. hold for the H.P. 

Thus when Equation (17) is rationalized, it becomes 

m3 
lgI = (18) 

A2mc + (C22 - 2AB2) m4 + (B22 - 2C2D2) m2 + D22 

The substitution of the optimizing conditions C2 = B2 = 2A and 
D2 = A into Equations (18) and (17e) yields 

1 ms 
I91= 

and 

A Vm8+1 

(1-2m2) 
B = tan-1 

m (2 -m2) 

(19) 

(19e) 

It is now necessary to remember only that the frequency at which 
ni =1 is selected as the low- frequency cutoff. 

Thus, if the values of a, b, k and 1 giving optimum relation for the 
L.P. filter are made to be valid at a particular frequency, m =1 at 
that frequency, and the transmission will be 70.71 per cent of the high - 
frequency (f = fx) transmission where g =1/ (a+b) = 1/A = G.. 

As an example, and referring to Figure 2, let the external feedback 
capacitor Cf have the value of 0.1 microfarad. It will then have a 
reactance of 1,591,551 ohms at a cutoff frequency of 1 cycle per second, 
i.e., -jXC, /m = 1,591,551 ohms at m = 1= me. The values of a, b, k 
and l are a= b = 0.26, 1=0.216853 and k= 1.798635 as for the L.P. 
filter. 

Hence R1= 0.216853 (1,591,551) = 345,133 ohms, 

Rk = 1.798635 (1,591,551) = 2,862,619 ohms. 

and X0.= Xe = 0.26 (1,591,551) = 413,803 ohms. 

Then Ca = Cb = 1 /WXra = 1/[27r (1) 413,803] = 0.384615 X 10 -6 

farads. In the circuit configuration of Figure 2 the response with fre- 
quency for the above example, as for any other properly related values, 
will be as shown in Figure 7, where it will be seen that the gain at 1 
cycle per second is 0.7071 times the gain at high frequency. The actual 
value of the gain at fc (m =1) is G,= 0.7071 [1/ (a+b) ] = 0.7071 
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FPEQVENCy Rwrro- 

Fig. 7- High -pass filter. Maximum rate of change of attenuation using 
values of a, b, k, and 1 of Table I. 

(1/0.52) = 0.7071 (1.9231) = 1.3598. In Figure 8 the phase angle O 

is plotted versus the relative frequency ratio m. This is a representa- 
tive curve for any values of a., b, k and l giving the maximum rate of 

change of attenuation. 

Focpurnicy R4' - 
Fig. 8- High-pass filter. Phase angle B for maximum rate of change of 

attenuation. 
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BAND -PASS FILTER DESIGN CONSIDERATIONS 

If the pass band is wide enough, a band -pass filter may be designed 
using the design data for the low -pass and high -pass filters. The series 
arms would be composed of the series arms of the component L.P. and 
H.P. filters and the shunt arms would consist of the shunt arms of 
the component L.P. and H.P. filters in parallel. In addition the com- 
ponent reactances of each arm would have the same value at the mid - 
frequency and of course the cutoff frequency of the L.P. portion would 
bear the same ratio to the mid -frequency as the mid -frequency would 
to the cutoff frequency of the H.P. portion. 

However, even with a ratio of cutoff frequencies as large as 100 
to 1, there is some interaction which prevents the obtaining of as great 
a rate of change of attenuation as for each of the component filters, 
and bars a clean cut definition of the pass band. Moreover, this inter- 
action is not subject to simple analysis. 

For these reasons an independent solution was obtained for the 
band -pass configuration. This configuration, however, was retained in 
the form of the L.P. and H.P. combination, and the same parameter 
designation a, b, k and l was used. (See Figure 3.) It was then pos- 
sible to compare the results with the ideal case of cascaded L.P. and 
H.P. filters where there would be no interaction. The relationship 
between parameters necessary to obtain the exact pass band, and to 
obtain the same optimum rate of change of attenuation as obtained 
with the separate optimized L.P. and H.P. filters, was then found. 

For the circuit of Figure 3, as determined* directly from the 
determinants of the equations for this configuration, 

eo 

9' _ = 
e; 

where 

and 

-k12m3 (m j) 

-pm2-{-ym4-Sm°-jm (ame -ßm4 ym'=-S) 
(20) 

a=a2b (b+2), (20a) 

ß = 21a + 10A + 4), (20b) 

y= 35a + 20A + 3¢ + k12 (a+b), (20c) 

S = 7a + 2A, (20d) 

A=al [a(b+1) +b(b+2)], (20e) 

=12 (a+b) (a+b+2) + abkl. (20f) 

* See Appendix II. 
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Equation (20) may be rewritten ** 

k12m3 

m [ (m4+1) (S-a) + m2 (a+ß-y-S) 

+j(m2 -1) (a(m4 +1) +m2(8 -ß)) 
- (m2 -1) (a(?n4 +1) +m2 (S -ß)) 

Then 0 = tan -1 
m [m4 +1) (S -a) + m2 (a+13-y-8)] 

545 

(21) 

(22) 

Equations (21) and (22) then apply for all values of the parameters. 
It was desired, however, as stated above, to obtain for this band - 

pass case the conditions which would give the same maximum rate of 
change of attenuation at each end of the pass band as obtained indi- 

Fig. 9- Band -pass filters. Curve A: Direct band pass optimum derivation; 
a2 = 100. Curve B: Composite filter of L.P. and H.P. optimum design; 

a2 = 100 nominal. 

vidually near cutoff frequencies in the L.P. and H.P. cases. Before 

the manner in which this was done is described, however, an example 

will be given showing the effect of interaction when it is attempted 

to form directly a B.P. filter based on parameters calculated for the 

individual cases of L.P. and H.P. filters for the maximum rate of 

change of attenuation. Curve B of Figure 9 shows the results of the 

composite case of combined L.P. and H.P. filter elements. (Configura- 

tion Figure 3; a= b = 0.26, k = 1.798635 and 1= 0.2168529.) The 

cutoff frequency for the separate L.P. filter was one cycle per second 

** See Appendix III. 
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and that for the H.P. filter was 0.01 cycle per second; the cutoff fre- 
quency ratio was therefore equal to 100. The curve shape that might 
be expected with no interaction is shown as Curve A on Figure 9. 
This is the band -pass curve desired. 

Curve B was experimentally obtained and mathematically checked 
by Equation (20) (a = b = 0.26, k = 17.98635, 1 = 2.168529 for m = 1 
at 0.1 cycle per second). The experimental check at these low fre- 
quencies was made by means of a special sine -wave generator. 

If Equation (20) has the potentiality of providing the desired 
curve shape of Curve A when the proper relations are known, then it 
is clear how these conditions may be obtained. For if L.P. and H.P. 
configurations are theoretically combined to form a B.P. filter without 
interaction, a formula* will result for the optimum conditions which 
will disclose the nature of the optimum relations necessary for in- 
clusion in the general formula, Equation (20). Practically, such a 
combination, if one were necessary, could take the not uncommon form 
of a cascaded amplifier where the L.P. filter section would be isolated 
from the H.P. filter section by an amplifier. A general unoptimized 
formula could be obtained in the same manner but would be no more 
amenable, presumably, to simple analysis than Equation (20). 

However, only the optimized relationship is generally required and 
this relation is ** 

kl2 

a.2b(b+2) (a=''-{-1)m {2a2(m4+1) -m2 (a4+302+1)} 

ja (M2-1) (a= (m4+1) -nt2[2(a4+1) +3a2]} 

giving the phase angle 

9 =tan ' (m2-1) {m2[2 (0.4+1) +3a2] -0.2(m2+1) ) 

(a2 +1) m {m2 (a4 +1 +3a2) -2(72(m4+1)) 

When Equation (23) is rationalized,t 

kl2 1 

101= 
a2b (b+2) m6+ai:+m-a+a.-6 

* See Appendix IV. 
** See Appendix V. 
f See Appendix V. 

(23) 

(24) 

(25) 
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where 

b is determined from the relation 

547 

H1F3 H3(b+2)F2 
b (b+2) 2 -E- (26) - 

H23 H42 (H4+2) H," H4 (H4+2) 

H1= (ae-4a5+8(74-10(73+8(72-4a+1)/(73 
=(73-4a2+8a-10+8a-1-4a-2+a-3, (27) 

H.,= (a2-3a+1)/a=(7-3+a-1, (28) 

H3= (2a4 - 8a3 + 13a=' - 8a + 2) /a'' 
=2a=''-8a+ 13-8a-1 + 2a-", (29) 

H4=H1/G1 +as+a, (30) 

G1 = filter gain desired at m = 1, 

(Tn = band width, ratio of the cutoff frequencies 
fQ1 

to f,.2, 

and F = (H4 -b) (b+1) + b (b+2). (31) 

Since a= H4-b, 

and a= a2b(b+2), 

then 1= -, 

(32) 

(33) 

(34) 

aF 

aHl 
k= and 

l2(a+b) 

Thus the independent parameters selected are the band width, a2, 

and the gain, G1, desired for the filter at the frequency for which m = 1, 

i.e., the midband frequency, f,. The factors H1, H2, H3 and H4 may 
then be computed. Equation (26) now becomes an equation in which 
b is the only variable. Finding a real value of b which will satisfy 
both sides of this equation constitutes most of the labor of the com- 
putation. Any one of a number of methods may be used. The values 
herein obtained were computed by finding roughly the intersection of 
the plots of the right and left sides of Equation (26) and narrowing 
down the value to at least four places. 
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As an example of the procedure, take the case where a band width 
0.2=100 is desired and the gain is taken as G1 =1. Then 

H1= 670.761, 

H2 = 7.1, 

H3 = 132.22, 

670.761 670.761 
and H4 = _ = 0.6707603. 

Then F =0.67076 

H1 

1 V1,000,002 1000.001 

(b+1) + b (b +2), 

670.7603 

1/23 H42 (H4+2) ( 7.1) 3(0.6707603) 2 ( 2.67076 ) 

1000 

(7.1)3 (.6707603) (2.67076) 

1000 1000 

357.911 (.670761) 
_ 

(2.670761) 240.0727 (2.67076) 

= 1000/641.1769, 

= 1.559631. 

H3 132.22 

H22 H4 (H4+2) (7.1) 2 (.6707603) (2.6707603) 

132.22 132.22 

50.41 (1.79144232) 90.3066 

=1.464123. 

In order to obtain b, these values are substituted in Equation (26) 
giving 

b (b+2) 2 + 1.559631 F3 = 1.464123 (b+2) F2. 

Trial values of b indicate that a value of b which will satisfy 
Equation (26) falls between b = 0.5 and b =0.4. The value of b must 
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be less than 0.67076 to make a real. The right hand side of Equation 
(26) gives 8.0303 + and 6.300 + respectively for these values of b 

and the left hand side the respective values of 8.4536 + and 6.0487 +. 
Plotting these values versus b, as straight lines, indicates a value of 
b= 0.47. This turns out to be slightly high; plotting the values 
obtained for the value of b gives a more accurate curve intersection 
and now indicates a value of b = 0.465. This value of b indicates a 
final value which is taken as b = 0.4665. This gives a difference only 
in the fifth place. 

Using b = 0.4665, a = H4 -b = 0.67076 - 0.4665 = 0.20426. 

Then a = a2 b (b+2) = 0.048007, 

l = aH2 /aF = 1.150687, 

and k= aH1 /12 (a+b) = 36.25676. 

kl2 48.0069 
Checking the gain at m = 1, 'GI l = = = 1. For 

via 103 (.0480069) 

the values a, b, k and l given above, and with v2 = 100 and G1 =1, 
Equation (25) becomes 

11/1== 

1 

Vm6+106-{-m-6+10-6 

1 

Vm6 + m-6 -}- 106 

Curve A of Figure 9 or that for v = 10 of Figure 11 shows a plot of 
this equation. 

In applying the above findings to the evaluation of the constants 
of the B.P. configuration, it is only necessary to choose the mid -band 
frequency for which m = 1, fix one of the impedances of the circuit and 
compute the others, maintaining the ratios a, b, k and 1. 

Suppose the mid -band frequency is chosen as 0.1 cycle per second. 
The pass band is then from 0.01 to 1 cycle per second for v2 = 100. 

The relative response and the actual response are the same for G1 =1; 
at the cutoff frequencies 0.01 and 1 cycle per second these will have 
the value 0.7071. If the external feedback resistor is chosen arbitrarily 
as one megohm, the external feedback capacitor, Cf, will be adjusted 
to have a reactance value of one megohm also at 0.1 cycle per second. 
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Similarly the values of the reactances of Ca, Cb, Ck and CI will be 
adjusted to have values of a, b, k, and 1 times respectively that of Cf, 
or 204,261, 466,500, 36,256,760 and 1,150,690 ohms at 0.1 cycle per 
second. Also the values of Ra, Rb, R,; and R, will have the respective 
resistance values of 204,260, 466,500, 36,256,760 and 1,150,690 ohms. 
The circuit configuration for any pass band and gain will, of course, 
be that of Figure 3. 

For values of G1 = 1.0 and G1 = 2.0 the values of b, a, k and 1 have 
been calculated for some widely different values of pass -band ratios a2. 
The values of b obtained have been plotted against a'= in Figure 10. 
It should be immediately noted that the curve is indicative only since 
the accuracy of the plot is insufficient for the accuracy of the calcula- 
tions. Accurate values of b as well as a, k, 1 and a are given in Table 

.¡:.m...r...r ..¡....{.........}.. r 
= ::.. ....t...:¡:.: 

.... 

,.... .. . . 
. .. .. . ..... .. ... 

/00 Rao 400 ,000 / 
94, o Wiorn R,r,o of Oororf PRSQU(MOy 1fa as 

Fig. 10- Band -pass filter. Values of b giving maximum rate of change of 
attenuation for different band widths. Curve A; G1 = 1.0. Curve B; 

G1= 2.0. 

ig000 

II for the corresponding values of a2. For other values of a2 the curves 
of Figure 10 serve as a guide to the approximate values; exact values 
should be calculated by means of Equations (26) to (31). It will be 
noted that a2 can be decreased slightly below 16 and still maintain the 
usually desired maximum rate of change of attenuation. In Figure 11 

have been plotted the lower halves of the symmetrical pass bands of 
optimum attenuation for the band -width ratios 0.2= 16, 100, 1000 and 

10,000 or a = 4, 10, V1000 and 100. Here G1 =1.0. so the actual and 
relative response are the same. Equation (25) was used with values 
obtained from Table II. 

For any values of a, b, k and 1 giving this optimum rate of attenua- 
tion for a given pass band a2, the phase angle between the output and 
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G, = 1.0. 

input voltages may be computed using Equation (24) . Thus for 
o2 = 100, the phase angle O is that plotted in Figure 12. 

Table II - Band -Pass Filters. 

Values of parameters giving maximum rate of attenuation for 
different pass -band ratios a2. 

G, = 1.0 

v= b 

16 0.03535 
36 0.23832 
64 0.37225 

100 0.4665 
1000 0.79801 

10000 0.93218 

16 0.019054 
36 0.12612 

100 0.2425 

a Z k a 

0.335897 
0.276608 
0.23505131 
0.204261 
0.08319052 
0.02861 

0.1665696 
0.1313440 
0.0928805 

0.0719755 100.3133 0.008117858 
0.533412 30.98489 0.04081431 
0.8822 513 32.08552 0.0487888 
1.150687 36.25676 0.480069 
2.234112 97.90288 0.01545273 
2.687202 306.0464 0.00221 

G, = 2.0 

0.0384706 92.338712 0.001067396 
0.2680608 27.81115 0.00462586 
0.5440042 31.70398 0.00469125 
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fRL iufNCy P.7,0 - 74 

Fig. 12- Band -pass filter. Phase angle N for maximum rate of change of 
attenuation. o- = 100. 

DEPARTURE FROM CONDITIONS OF MAXIMUM RATE OF 

CHANGE OF ATTENUATION 

When a rate of change of attenuation other than the maximum is 
desired, an infinite variety of curves may be obtained for the L.P., 
H.P. or B.P. types. No criteria have been developed for obtaining a 
certain curve shape but large significant trends may be plotted and 
interpolation attempted. This method is illustrated by the curves of 
Figures 13 and 14 for the L.P. Filter. The H.P. counterparts are 
plotted in Figures 15 and 16. Thus decreasing l or increasing k gives 
a rise in relative response as the cutoff frequency is approached. The 
pass band however is narrowed in the former case and widened in the 
latter since in the first instance the shunt arm impedance is decreased 
and in the second the impedance of the internal feedback path is raised. 
Increasing l or decreasing k has contrariwise effect. It will be noted 
that relatively small decreases in k are necessary to obtain relatively 
flat curves such as (f) and (g) ; they are nowise equivalent however. 

Except for frequency inversion, curves of the same shape are 
obtained for the H.P. case as for the L.P. for the same values of k 
and 1. Figures 15 and 16 illustrate this point. 

For the band -pass case, shapes similar to those obtained for the 
L.P. and H.P. cases will be obtained with variations of k and 1, but 
the variations will appear symmetrically in the neighborhood of both 
the cutoff frequencies. 
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Fig. 13- Low -pass filter. Relative response with different values of 1. 

Curve A: Reference curve (a =b =0.26; k= 1.798635; 1= 0.216853) 
Curve Increase in 1 1 Curve Increase in 1 1 

(per cent) (per cent) 
B -25 0.16264 E 50 0.3252793 
C -50 0.1084265 F 100 0.4337058 
D 10 0.2385382 G 900 2.16853- 

Fong UE NCy RAT/0 - 

Fig. 14- Low -pass filter. Relative response with different values of k. 
Curve A: Reference curve (a =b =0.26; k= 1.798635; 1= 0.2168529) 

o 

Curve Increase in k k Curve 
(per cent) 

B 10 1.9785 E 
C 50 2.698 F 
D 100 3.5973 G 

Increase in k k 
(per cent) 

-10 1.6188 
-30 1.25904 
-50 0.89932 
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Fig. 15- High -pass filter. Relative response with different values of 1. 

Curve A: Reference curve (a =b =0.26; k= 1.798635; 1= 0.2168529) 
Curve Increase in 1 1 Curve 

(per cent) 
B -25 0.16264 E 
C -50 0.1084265 F 
D 10 0.238538 G 

Increase in 1 1 

(per cent) 
50 0.325279 

100 0.4337058 
900 2.16853 
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Fig. 16- High -pass filter. Relative response with different values of k. 

Curve A: Reference curve (a =b =0.26; k= 1.798635; 1= 0.2168529) 
Curve Increase in k k Curve Increase in k k 

(per cent) (per cent) 
B 10 1.9785 1' -10 
C 50 2.698 F -30 
D 100 3.5973 G 7-50 

1.6188 
1.25904 
0.89932 
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Fig. 17- Low -pass filter. Relative response with different values of b. 
Curve A: Reference curve (a =b -0.26; k= 1.798635; 1= 0.2168529) 
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Fig. 18- Low -pass filter. Relative response with different values of a. 
Curve A: Reference curve (a =b =0.26; k= 1.798635; 1= 0.2168529) 

Curve Increase in a (per cent) a 
B 5 0.273 
C -5 0.247 
D -10 0.234 
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Fig. 19 - Low -pass filter. Curve A: Reference curve (a =b -0.26; 
k= 1.798635; 1= 0.2168529). Curve B: a, b, and 1 decreased 1 per cent; 
k increased 1 per cent. Curve C: a, b, and 1 increased 1 per cent; k de- 

creased 1 per cent. 

Another factor of interest is the error involved in departure from 
the values of computed constants. While all constants should be com- 
puted accurately, once all of them are determined slight departure in 
the practical application of any one of them may not be serious. Fig- 
ures 13 and 14 show the variation of curve shape with 10 per cent 
change in the value of l and k for the L.P. filter. Figure 17 shows 
curves for the L.P. filter in which the constant b has been varied up 
to ±10 per cent. In Figure 1K, a has been varied from -10 to +5 
per cent. It is seen that the relative seriousness of any departure from 
the ideal response curve would depend on the individual application 
and the actual adjustments of all circuit constants. Figure 19 shows 
curves for the L.P. case computed with all constants changed one per 
cent in the direction which causes a decrease or increase in the result- 
ant response curve at certain intervals. Thus for curve (C) a, b and 1 

have been increased and k has been decreased one per cent. This 
results primarily in a lowered cutoff frequency. Decreasing a, b, and l 

and increasing k one per cent extends the cutoff frequency slightly, as 
shown in curve i B) Figure 19. At frequencies more remote from the 
cutoff frequency, the slight rise in response due to decrease in b, as 
illustrated by curves (C)and (D) of Figure 17, is compensated for by 
the decrease in a. The rise in this interval would apparently be ac- 
centuated by an increase in the value of a. 
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APPENDIX I 

From values of B_, in Equations (3b) and (9), 

2a (2A-a) 
2A = 

kl 

a (2A-a) 
k= 

Al 

From values of C_ in Equations (3c) and (9), 

2A = 
A (2+A)l+a (A-a) k 

kl 

2Akl-A(2+A)l-a(A-a) k=0. 

Substituting values of k from (14) in (1,), 

2Al a (2A-a) a (A-a) a (2A-a) 
A(2+A)l =0, 

Al Al 

557 

(14) 

2aA(2A-a)l-A (2+A)12 - a2 (A-a) (2A-a) =0. (4) 

From values of D2 in Equations (3d) and (10), 

a2 (A-a) 
A = [2 + (A-a) (2-a2) ], 

kl2 

kl2A - a2 (A-a) [2 + (A -a) (2-a: = 0, 

Substituting the value of k from (14) in (13), 

12Aa (2A -a) 
a2 (A-a) [2 + (A -a) (2 -a2) ] = 0, 

Al 

a(A-a) [2 + (A-a) (2-a2) ] 
l= . (15) 

2A-a 

Substituting value of 1 from Equation (15) in (1.a), 
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2aA ( 2A -a) a (A-a) [2+(A-a) (2-al)] 
2A -a 

A2(2-}-A)a2(A-a)2[2+(A-a) (2-a2)]2 

(2A -a) 2 

or 

a2 (A-a) (2A-a) _ 0, 

2A (2A-a)2[2+(A-a) (2-a2) 

A2 (2+A) (A-a) [2+(A-a) (2-a2) 12-(2A-a)3 =0. (12) 

APPENDIX II 

II 

b a -1{m o D f 
m -it 

I1 .. 

; 
` it / --j{ 

k 
1= 

cT 

e9 

e 

r 

' 

3 e,-e{-ila 1--- - 13 2b 1-- +i5 (a+b) 1-- 
m 

.9 .! -i;a(1- - -e- 1-- {ail+2bi3-(a+b) i5+ai7}. 

etd, 
But - 

0 

tn m 

eedl' 1 

; i3 - -- { etid3 - e, 3 
. 

; 

0 0 

1 1 
i6 = - {e.cd5 - eod5'} and i7=;--- (etd7 - ead7'), 

0 0 

where A is the determinant of the system and d1, d1', d3, d3', etc. are 
minors. 

1 
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es j 
Then eD=ei-- 1-- (adl+2bd3- (a+b) d5 + a d7) 

0 m 

e j \ +- 1 -- 
J(adl'-F-2b 

d3'- (a+b) d5'+ad7'). 
A m 

1 j 
Letting K1 -- 1 -- 

0 
(a d1 + 2b d3 - (a+b) d5 + a (17), 

K2=- 
1 j 1-- (ad1'+2bd3'- (a+b) d5'+ad7'} 
0 m 

and e0 = e / p. since it is stipulated that p. e0 = -e where p. is the ampli- 
fication factor of the amplifier without feedback; 

1 -1-µK2 µec[-1-K1] 
then e,[- - - K2 =e; [1-K1] or e _ 

¡i µ li 

en µ [1 -K1] 
Hence -= 

ei -1 -µK2 

If µ » 1, so that µK2 » 1, 

then 

1-- [adl+2bd3- (a+b) d5+ad7] 
e 1- 
e1 - K2 j - (1__ [a. dl' + 2b d3' - (a+b) d5' + a c171 

m 

APPENDIX III 

Multiplying the numerator and denominator of Equation (20) by 

(m +j), 
- k12 m3 (M2 + 1) 

9 = 
M. [a- ßm2 +y9n4- 8ma] -jm2 [a m8 -ß(3m4 +ym2 -8] 

+j [a- ßnt2 +y»r+ -8mß1 +7u [a inn -ß71e +ym2 -S] 

Regrouping and factoring out the term - (m2 + 1), 
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9'= 
k12 m3 

ml (m4+l) (S-a) +m2 (a +ß-y---8)] 

+I (m°-1) La(m}+1)+m2(S-ß)]. 

APPENDIX IV 

(IIII) (21) 

Appendix IV is a derivation of the band -pass filter formula in terms 
of the band width, using optimized L.P. and H.P. filters in cascade, for 
comparison with the general formula, Equation (21) . 

For the L.P. filter, let ni = nil =00001 = f /fol where f = any fre- 
quency and fol is the cutoff frequency. Then, when the optimum 
conditions that B2 = C2 = 2A and D.., = A are substituted, Equation 
(3) becomes 

1 1 

91 = - (WI) 
A 2m12 -1 -j (2m1 -m13) 

For the H.P. filter, let ni = z_, = 0)/uo = f/1 0., where f = any fre- 
quency and fo._ is the cutoff frequency. Then, when the optimum 
conditions that B2 = C2 =2A and D_ = A are substituted, Equation 
(18) becomes 

1 m23 

92 = (IV2) 
A 2m2 -m23 +j (2m22 -1) 

For the cascaded B.P. form, the product of Equations (IVI) and 
(IV2) will be 

1 m23 

9192 = - 
A2 (2m12 -1) (2m2 -m23) + (2m1 -m13) (2m22 -1) 

+ ((2m12-1) (2m22-1) - (2m2-m23) (2m1-m13)} 

1 m23 

A2 4m12 m2 - 2m12 m23 - 2m2 + m23 + 4m1 m22 - 2m1 - 2m13 m.12 

+ m13 + j {4m12m22-2m12-2m22+1-4m1m2 

+ 2m13 m.2 + 2m1 m23 - m13 m23} 
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Now let 0,01/0)02= f0i/f 02 = a2 and m 

= m1na.9 where 0= is the band width. 

Then m= f f 
= f /Va2fo_,2= f /ofo0 =m_ /a 

kfol fo: 

or m = f/ fo, 2 =af /fol =a ml 

and m1 = m/0 and m_. = mo. Hence 

1 m3a3 

9192 = 
A2 4m2m0.-1- 2m4mo -2m0. + m3a3 + 4m2ma 

-2m0.-1- 2m4mo-1 + m3o-3 + j (4m4 - 2m20-2 

- 2,00.2 + 1- 4m2 + 2m2m2o -2 + 2m2m2o2 - m0) 

Multiplying numerator and denominator by a3 and regrouping, 

9192 

9192 

= 

= 

1 m30.6 

A2 

1 

m { (m4-I-1) (-202) (a2+1) + m2 [00 + 4a2 (a2+1) + 1] ) 

(IV4) 

(IV5) 

+ j (m2-1) {-a3 (m4+1) + m2 (20 + 3a3 + 2a5)) 

m30.8 

A2 m (02+1) {m4+1) (-2a2) + m2 (a4 + 302 + 1) ) 

(IV8) 

+ j (m2-1) a {m2 [2 (04+1) 

where a2 = the band width. 

The phase angle, 6, is 

-o (m2-1) {m2 [2 (04+1) 

+8o2]_02 (m4+1) 

+ 30-2] - (72 (m4+1) 

, 

) 

) 
O =tan -1 

(0.2+1) m { (m4+1) (--20.2) + m2 (a4 + 30.2 + 1) 
. 

) 
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APPENDIX V 

Equations (I V4) and (III1) are of the same form. The relation 
with respect to relative gain is indefinite and unimportant. However, 
if the ratios of the coefficients of in are made the same, the relative 
response will be of course identical. Thus, if a is taken for reference, 

and 

8-a - 202 (a2+ 1) 2( 02 + 1) 

a -03 a (V1) 

S- 20+303+2a3 -- (2+302+204) 
( V2) 

a -a3 a. 

a+13-y-S -(a2+1) (04+30'+1) 
a 03 (V3) 

If the numerator and denominator are divided by a, Equation 
(WO I1) becomes 

9= 
k12 M3 

a 
m (m;+1) 

(S-a) 
+ m2 

(a+/3-S) 
a a 

.._ (6-13) 
+1 (m2-1) (m4+1) +m" (V4) 

a 

When the relations expressed by Equations (V1), (V2) and (V3) 
are substituted into Equation (V4) there results for a given chosen 
band width, a2, an expression for the optimum rate of attenuation 
(Equations (20), (21) and (V4) are for the general cases). Making 
this substitution and multiplying through by 03 gives 

9= 
kl2 crama 

a m[ (m4+1) (202) (a2+1) - m2 (02+1) (04+302+1) 

+j (m2-1) 0 [m4+1) o2-m2 (2+302+204) ] 
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kl2 crama 

a (0.2+1) m (20.2 (m4+1) -m2 (cr4+30.2+1) ) 

+ jcr (m2-1) (0.2 (m4+1) - m2 (2+3cr2+20.4) ) 

After Equation (V5) is rationalized 

Igl _ 
k12 1 

alb (b +2) \/ »L6 + 9)L -6 + 06 + v -é 

(V5) (23) 

(V6) (25) 

Equation (25) is the general optimized expression for the standardized 
maximum rate of change of attenuation obtainable for any selected 
passband. However, the proper values of the parameters a, b, k and l 

must yet be determined to make Equation (25) valid. This is done 
by using the Equations (V3), (V2), (V3) and (V6). 

Thus from Equations (V1) , (V2) and (V3) it is found that 

2 (0.=+1) (02+0.+1) a 

13= , (VT) 
0.2 

(0.2+1) (0.4+2cr3+3cr2+2cr+1) a 
Y = (Vs) 

0.a 

(20.2 +0. +2) a 
and 8 = (V0) 

0. 

Then from Equations (20b), (20c), (20d), (20e) and (20f) three 
relations are found expressing a, b, k and l in terms of the pass -band 

width 0.2. These are 

(1) kl2 (a+b) _ (0.6-4cr5+80.4-100.3+8cr2-40.+1) a/0.3 

or k= 
H1 a 

/2(a -l-b) 

where H1 = (0.6 -40.5 +80.4 -100.3 +80.2 -40. +1) /cri, 

(2) al [a(b +1) +b (b +2) ] = (0.2- 30. +1) a/0. 
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or l= a H2 /a[a (b+1) +b (b +2) ] 

where H2, = (a2 -3 (7 +1) / (7, 

and (3) l2 (a +b) (a +b +2) +abkl = (2 (74- 8 (73 +13 (72 -8 (7 +2) «/ (72 

or l2 (a +b) (a +b +2) +abkl - H3 a= 0 

where H3 = (2,r4 -8 (73 +13(72 -8Q +2) /0.2. 

Equation (V6) gives the gain G1 at ni = 1 to be 

(V13) 

(V14) 

(V15) 

(V16) 

kl2 1 
G1= (V17) 

a V2 +(7a + (7 -6 

It seems essential to make the gain at ni = 1 and the pass band, 02, the 
independent parameters. 

So from (V11) and (V17) 

H1 
a= b 

G1 V2+(76+(7-6 

= H4 -b (V18) 

(V19) 

(V26) 

where H4 = HI /G1 V2 + (76+ (7-41 

or a+b = H4. 

Using the value of (V11) in (V15), then (V13) in the result and 
then (V18) and (V.u)) in that result, remembering that a= a2b(b +2), 
yields after rearranging, the expression 

H1 F3 H3 (b+2) F2 
b (b+2)' + _ (V21) 

H33 H42 (H4+2) H22 H4 (H4+2) 

where F = (H4 -b) (b +1) + b (b +2). (V22) 
Equation (V.,1) is an expression in b after the values of a and G6 are 
substituted. 
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1.orr4rl 

Some errors have been discovered in the paper entitled "Some 
Characteristics of Diodes with Oxide -Coated Cathodes," by W. R. 
Ferris, which appeared in the March 1949 issue. 

The second and sixth equations on page 145 should read: 

dg, t 
=+9''a-. 

d, R 

Several expressions which appear on page 146, contain an incorrect 
sign; the following are the corrected expressions: 

Second line 

Fifth line 

Sixth line 

cka=-dnl/N/q'a 

dl d,12 d91 

I Vqpß Vma 
(4 - a) 

Vcp (dn. - dn1) V(pa + g's 

(eß-w V(N.g's (10-Sa) ß 

Seventh line 

dl (672- dill) co,, 

I N/ c p a + 2 - e a ) v cpa qPß + V (1)13 

Ninth line 

1 dl e V-CFN, 1 

I dV kT / + 3 ( ß - ) v q)a ciDs + 98 

dl 

I 

The errors in sign were not present in the expressions from which 
the curves of Figure 2, page 140, were calculated. 
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